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ABSTRACT
Learning style alludes to the methods of an individual technique and holds new information and
capacities. The study was conducted to determine the learning style and the difficulties in learning
Visual Basic Programming of the student in Cagayan State University – Aparri Campus. The study
used the theory of Howard Gardner with the use of the Learning Style Assessment Tool in
determining learning style and the method used for collecting/gathering data is descriptive
approach where a set of questionnaire was distributed through online survey to obtain the learning
style and difficulties of students in learning Visual Basic Programming. Data were collected from
30 students of the Cagayan State University - Aparri Campus who were enrolled in Visual Basic
Programming subject. Collected data were analysed with the used of Descriptive Statistical Tools
namely: frequency count, percentage, rank, mean and weighted mean. The responses of the
respondents were taken with the use of Likerts Scale and multiple responses. The findings showed
that most of the students enrolled in Visual Basic Programming subject are males and are on ideal
age. The respondents showed that the teachers are mostly using visual presentation in their
teaching methods than in hands on activity and in teaching, they show good relationship to students
which has been more recognized and observed by most students. Through visual presentation as
teaching method some students are hard to learn visual basic programming they encounter
difficulties such as coding process, executing programs as well learning programming syntax due
to the lack of programming conceptual understanding and this is the reason why some students
failed in that subject. In learning Visual Basic Programming the resources used by most students
are computers and cellphones which they use it in connecting to the internet in surfing sites and
searching information about Visual Basic Programming rather than books, magazines and etc. The
feature of the Visual Basic Programming that the student like most is, the structure is very simple,
particularly as to the executable code while the feature they hate is, it cannot handle pointers
directly. Base on the results, it is revealed that the learning style of the students is visual. The
students learn more on visual but less on experience because the rare in the method of teaching of
the teacher is hands on which means the teacher is not always conducting hands on activity but
more on visual presentation which leads the student to have less experience in coding and
executing programs in visual basic.
Keywords: visual basic programming, learning style, micro lecture
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INTRODUCTION

Technology is very important to the learning style of students. Technology can be an amazing
asset for changing learning. It can help attest and advance connections among teachers and students,
rehash our ways to deal with learning and joint effort, shrivel long-standing value and availability
holes, and adjust learning encounters to address the issues everything being equal.
Our society should possess investigation and development. Teachers/Instructors ought to be
partners in learning, looking new information or knowledge and continually obtaining new skills
close by their students. Teachers should set a dream for making learning encounters that give the
correct tools and supports for all students to flourish.
However, to acknowledge completely the advantages of innovation in our instruction
framework and give real learning encounters, instructors need to utilize innovation successfully in
their training. Besides, instruction partners ought to focus on cooperating to utilize innovation to
improve their assets for developments.
The learning style of students is always connected to their performance of how could they
familiar to computer programming such as Visual Basic Programming Language. It always
depends to the techniques and strategies of a teacher of how he/she enhance the way of teaching
and the way of students in learning visual basic programming. At the beginning we all know
beginners has no knowledge in making computer programs and has no idea of how to use and
manipulate programming languages which contain different sets of codes in their computers.
Learning style of students is much differs in their academic performance even it has a big
connection between them. Learning style is the procedures made by the students to study well in
a comfortable way where they can focus their studies such as the environment like noisy and peace
place, a place where it has a teachers or instructors where they can approach them for the topics
and ideas that they can’t understand or a place that has more computers and magazines to be used
for research purposes for computer programming while their performance is the product of their
learning.

Visual, Verbal, Logical and etc. are ways of teaching by the instructors has also a connection to
the learning style of the students in learning Visual Basic Programming. Some students are
preferably to study and learn well Visual Basic Programming through visual where they can retain
information effectively by using visual aids like presentations which composed of pictures, images,
videos, colours and diagrams. The advantage of having this is to see the output of the executed
programs and to capture the functions of the use codes and they can get more experience to make
codes and get more knowledge in using applications as a framework for coding process while in
verbal it is through an explanations more on words and linguistics skills which composed of speech,
writing, speaking and listening. Some students has a problem in listening, they are not easily pick
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up the explanations of their instructors and it is hardly imagined the final output of a simple code
in Visual Basic Programming. Having verbal way of teaching, the students will less apply and
experience in trying their skills to make codes and they can get less knowledge in learning
programs.
Through this, it is based on the understanding of students of how they can apply and experience
the things that they heard, saw and felt. This is where their performance depends. This study wants
to measure and identify the learning style and the difficulties of the students in learning Visual
Basic Programming of the Cagayan State University – Aparri Campus, Aparri, Cagayan Valley
and also to get some factors that influences them to study and learn Visual Basic Programming,
what are the difficulties they encounter why as of now some students are hardly perform some
simple codes in programming, why they choose Visual Basic compared to different programming
languages, the character traits and skills of the instructors in teaching visual basic programming
that may affects the learning style of students.
2.

OBJECTIVES
Generally, this study aims to identify the learning style of students and find out the
difficulties of students in learning Visual Basic Programming of the Cagayan State UniversityAparri, Cagayan
Specifically, it aims to 1). To know the profile of students in terms of a. Age b. Sex; 2).
Determine the resources most used by the students in searching information that helps improve
their knowledge in learning Visual Basic Programming; 3). Find out the difficulties or problems
encountered by the students in learning Visual Basic Programming Language; 4). Find out the
student’s like and hate most about the features of Visual Basic Programming; Find out the
strategies of faculty in teaching Visual Basic Programming; 5). Identify the learning style of
students.

3.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

[1] A study conducted by Hatami, S. (2012) states that learning style is the method of people
utilizing their capacities. People have distinctive learning style, that is, they contrast in their regular,
ongoing and favored methods of engrossing, handling and holding data and abilities (Reid 1995:
viii)
[2] According to Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning site, Gardner (2013) declares
that paying little heed to which subject you instruct—"expressions of the human experience,
technical studies, history, or math"— you should introduce learning materials multiplely. Gardner
proceeds to call attention to that anything you are profoundly acquainted with "you can depict and
pass on … severally. We instructors find that occasionally our own authority of a point is
questionable, when an understudy requests that we pass on the information in another manner and
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we are puzzled." Thus, passing on data in various ways not just assists understudies with learning
the material, it likewise assists teachers with expanding and fortify our dominance of the substance.
Gardner's numerous insights hypothesis can be utilized for educational program improvement,
arranging guidance, choice obviously exercises, and related appraisal methodologies. Gardner
calls attention to that everybody has qualities and shortcomings in different insights, which is the
reason teachers ought to choose how best to introduce course material given the topic and
individual class of understudies. In reality, guidance intended to assist understudies with learning
material in various manners can trigger their certainty to create territories where they are not as
solid. Eventually, understudies' learning is upgraded when guidance incorporates a scope of
significant and suitable techniques, exercises, and evaluations.
There are nine (9) different insights which are pointed and under in his hypothesis: 1). Verbalphonetic insight (all around created verbal abilities and affectability to the sounds, implications
and rhythms of words); 2). Legitimate numerical insight (capacity to think adroitly and
conceptually, and ability to recognize coherent and mathematical examples); 3). Spatial-visual
insight (ability to think in pictures a lot, to imagine precisely and dynamically); 4). Real sensation
knowledge (capacity to control one's body developments and to deal with objects handily); 5).
Melodic insights (capacity to deliver and appreciate mood, pitch and lumber); 6). Relational
knowledge (ability to identify and react fittingly to the mind-sets, inspirations and wants of others);
7). Intrapersonal (ability to act naturally mindful and in line with inward emotions, qualities,
convictions and thinking measures); 8). Naturalist insight (capacity to perceive and classify plants,
creatures and different articles in nature); 9). Existential knowledge (affectability and ability to
handle profound inquiries regarding human life, for example, "What is the significance of life? For
what reason do we kick the bucket? How could we arrive?"
[3] As indicated by Kinnunen, P. (2009), there are five difficulties that most understudies
standing up to in picking up programming. In the first place, issue of direction – incorporates the
angles, for example, understanding why it is advantageous to pick up programming, alongside sort
of assignments that can be handled utilizing programming. The pith is along these lines to
comprehend the overall thought of projects and what they are useful for. The investigation by
Schulte and Bennedsen (2006) included subjects, for example, morals and calculation proficiency
in this classification (Du Boulay,1986); Second, notional machine - concentrates by Sorva (2007;
2008) broke down understudies' understandings of program execution and the notional machine.
All the more explicitly, examines have revealed insight into the manners in which understudies
comprehend the idea of variable and item stockpiling in memory. Sorva's investigations examined
the two understudies' right and wrong understandings giving information on potential causes of
challenges understudies may look in an initial programming course; Third, notational of formal
dialects - incorporates perspectives, for example, dominating the sentence structure and the
fundamental semantics (du Boulay 1986).
The issues concerning the semantics are for quite some time perceived as risky by a few
examinations. The investigation by Spohrer and Soloway (1986) dissected the starting point of
beginner software engineers' missteps and given a scientific categorization of amateurs' issues.
One of the degrees of the scientific classification included issues identified with learning the right
semantics of language builds.
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The investigation by Garner, Haden, and Robins (2005) checked that the syntactic subtleties of
the language cause challenges for the understudies. The creators dissected the issues understudies
looked for help for during an initial writing computer programs course's research facility meetings,
and in this manner gave the understudies' perspective to the troubles. The outcomes revealed that
the fundamental syntactic subtleties were the most well-known explanation behind understudies
to request help. The understudy additionally asked help concerning information stream. The
examination by Robins, Haden and Garner (2006) seconds the trouble of information stream.;
Fourth, getting structures - alludes to extract answers for some standard issues. It discusses the rate
the trouble of different ideas and subjects of article situated programming.; Fifth, pragmatics of
programming – an investigation of Garner et al. (2005) revealed that understudies confronted
troubles identifying with understanding the undertaking (what the program should do) and
program plan (I comprehend the errand however I can't transform that understanding into a
calculation/a program).
The examinations by Lahtinen et al. (2005), Spohrer and Soloway (1986), Robins et al. (2003),
Garner et al. (2005), and Goldman, Gross et al. (2008) favored that understudies discovered
planning a program testing. The investigation by Lahtinen et al. (2005) likewise uncovered that
separating usefulness into systems was hard for the understudies to comprehend. The examination
by Robins et al. (2003) featured that overall critical thinking ability and articulation of the
arrangement or plan as a program were hard for understudies. At long last, the examination by
Spohrer and Soloway (1986) featured the arrangement organization issues, which make it hard to
assemble designs effectively. This issue was additionally separated into a few sub-classes that
included conceivable dangerous viewpoints, for example, planning from normal language to a
programming language, and utilizing the past encounters to create plans.
3.1 The Teaching Methods used by the Teacher in teaching Visual Basic Programming
[4] According to Tong, J. (2014), as an instructor, there is a need to consider what has made
the understudy believe that way. It is additionally fitting to think about how to improve the
instructing of the subject and to change the understudies' comprehension of the course. The
utilization of microlectures in training Visual Basic Programming is presented in this article. This
intends to impact a change, from the customary training mode to another instructing model, in
light of case educating. In this new showing mode, microlectures are assistant to the educating. It
is trusted this will take care of the issue of understudies' negative disposition, increment their
advantage in the course and improve their reasonable capacity.
A microlecture for the most part endures between 30 minutes and 60 minutes, with a reasonable,
single instructing objective, to make a compelling learning circumstance for understudies, who
should be furnished with adequate assets. Extraordinary significance is appended to the making of
explicit encouraging exercises planned by educators. For a particular issue or showing action,
educators utilize their own showing experience and abilities, which they may exhibit using video.
Since the length of the video for the most part is close to five minutes, it is known as a miniature
video.
At the core of the microlecture idea is pragmatic instructing with a constructivist approach
encouraged by on-line or portable learning. Its principle attributes are an emphasis on critical
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thinking, being not difficult to utilize and adaptable. Both in the homeroom and after class,
understudies advantageously can audit and learn by utilizing PDAs, PCs and other cell phones.
The conventional method of instructing Visual Basic Programming is either in a media study
hall or in the PC research center. Henceforth, there is no hope without the PC and understudies
additionally can't learn without a PC. It was discovered that the above highlights truly influenced
the instructing of Visual Basic Programming. To improve the understudies' schooling, instructing,
and their advantage in the Visual Basic Programming course, a mix of case educating and
microlectures were presented.
[5] An examination by Shehane, R. et. al. (2014) states that found that visual instructing
approaches were especially successful for understudy cognizance of troubleshooting assignments.
Karsenti and Collin (2011) talked about the viability of online recordings for the expert
advancement of educators. The recordings exhibited live accounts of study hall exercises to
instructor learners to enhance their traditional educating material. Karsenti and Collin (2011) found
that the utilization of these recordings gave useful preparing that upgraded educator's agreement
and use of study hall procedures, and furthermore furnished them with the adaptability to get to
recordings the same number of times as wanted, any time, and from any area. Understudies are
frequently reluctant to request that an instructor rehash something more than once. Nonetheless,
they give off an impression of being happy with rehashing the utilization of a video on different
occasions until they acquire a full comprehension of what is being introduced. The accessibility
and simple admittance to the recordings "empowered learning through displaying and
impersonation" (Karsenti and Collin, 2011). Lashley (2005) found that the preparation recordings
were a viable showing help for specialized and clinical abilities. Criticism gave to Lashley (2005)
demonstrated that the consistent online accessibility of the recordings gave understudies the
capacity to more readily plan their speed of learning. Nicholson and Nicholson (2010) detailed
that the use of visual computerized media to a course is valuable to understudy learning of
Information Technology (IT) material and results in improved by and large understudy fulfillment
with the learning cycle.
Exploration writing has exhibited a considerable lot of the upsides of using media material.
Specifically, results from Sankey, Birch, and Gardiner (2011) demonstrated that understudies
experienced improved cognizance, comprehension, and maintenance of substance.
3.2 The Teaching Skills of the Teacher in Teaching Visual Basic Programming
[6] According to Educational Reform site it express, that learning destinations are a route for
instructors to design, succession, and plan out learning objectives for a particular instructional
period, normally to push understudies toward the accomplishment of bigger, longer-term
instructive objectives, for example, meeting course learning assumptions, performing great on a
state administered test, or moving on from secondary school arranged for school. Thus, learning
targets are a focal technique in capability based realizing, which alludes to frameworks of guidance,
evaluation, reviewing, and scholastic announcing that depend on understudies exhibiting
comprehension of the information and abilities they are required to acquire before they progress
to the following exercise, get elevated to the following evaluation level, or get a recognition.
Learning targets are likewise an approach to build up and articulate scholastic assumptions for
understudies so they know definitely what is anticipated from them. When learning targets are
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unmistakably conveyed to understudies, the thinking goes, understudies will be bound to
accomplish the introduced objectives. Alternately, when learning destinations are missing or hazy,
understudies may not understand what's anticipated from them, which may then prompt disarray,
dissatisfaction, or different components that could block the learning cycle.

3.3 Personal Traits of the Teacher in teaching Visual Basic Programming
[7] As indicated by Peterson-Deluca, A. (2016), there are top five (5) characteristics of an
extraordinary educator as per the understudies she has been reviewed ages 15-19 across U.S.: (1)
The capacity to create associations with their understudies - The most regular reaction is that an
incredible instructor creates associations with understudies. The examination writing concurs
with them: Teachers should have the option to fabricate believing associations with understudies
to make a protected, positive, and gainful learning climate. For instance, an understudy in Boston
revealed to us that incredible educators "Will tune in to understudies when there is an issue."; (2)
Patient, mindful, and kind character - Personality attributes identified with being a humane
individual and having an affectability to understudy contrasts, especially with students, was the
second most regularly announced quality. Once more, there is exploration to help that educator
manners are unequivocally identified with understudy learning and advancement.; (3) Knowledge
of students - This is a general classification that joins information on the intellectual, social and
enthusiastic improvement of students. It incorporates a comprehension of how understudies learn
at a given formative level; how learning in a particular branch of knowledge regularly advances
like learning movements or directions; mindfulness that students have singular requirements and
capacities; and an agreement that guidance ought to be custom-made to address every student's
issues. One understudy persuasively portrayed it as: "The educator comprehends the speed and
limit of the understudy."; (4) Dedication to instructing - Dedication alludes to an affection for
instructing or enthusiasm for the work, which incorporates obligation to understudies' prosperity.
Reactions frequently alluded to cherishing the topic or just being devoted to the work. To an
understudy, this implies an instructor ought to be "continually ready to help and give time."; (5)
Engaging understudies in learning - Students additionally said that educators ought to have the
option to draw in and persuade understudies to learn. Scientists talk around three sorts of
commitment that are needed for understudies to learn: intellectual, enthusiastic, and conduct.
Study respondents generally centered around making content fascinating and the capacity to
persuade understudies to learn. An understudy in Pennsylvania said incredible educators are,
"propelling understudies to prevail all through school."
3.4 Sources used by the students in learning Visual Basic Programming
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[8] As indicated by the Kumah, C. (2015), in an investigation led by Markwei (2001) with
the point of discovering the degree of mindfulness and utilization of the Internet and its
administrations by scholastics staff and postgraduate understudies of the University of Ghana, it
was discovered that both staff and understudies are completely mindful of the Internet and the
majority of its administrations. Scholarly staffs when all is said in done utilize the Internet and its
administrations more than understudies. Notwithstanding, both staff and understudies from the
Science resources utilize the Internet and its administrations more than those from the Arts and
Social Science resources.
A comparative report led by Atiso (2002) uncovered the degree of Internet mindfulness
was very high with respondents. This, he stated, was evident on the grounds that the Internet being
another innovation should be mainstream particularly with individuals in the scholarly world.
Additionally, respondents utilized the Internet regularly, particularly last year understudies who
use them generally for scholastic inquiries.
3.5 Difficulties of the students in learning Visual Basic Programming
3.5.1 Difficulties encountered by the students in learning Visual Basic Programming
[9] According to Lahtinen, E., et.al. (2005) states that, fledgling developers are ordinarily
restricted to surface information on projects. They frequently approach programming "line by
line" instead of utilizing important program structures. The information on tenderfoots will in
general be setting explicit, and they additionally frequently neglect to apply the information they
have acquired enough. They may know the sentence structure and semantics of individual
explanations, however don't have the foggiest idea how to consolidate them into substantial
projects [9]. Thus, it is essential to join both idea information and techniques for their utilization
in the learning cycle.
[10] A study conducted by Tsai, C. (2018) states that programming students experience
troubles in the learning of specific ideas (Ouahbi et al., 2015). These ideas might be identified
with the programming design and cycles (Lahtinen, Ala-Mutka, and Järvinen, 2005), condition
control and calculations (Seppälä et al., 2006), and circle control (Ginat, 2004). Complex
grammar is the principle normal issue experienced by amateurs as to printed programming
language in the conventional learning climate (Basawapatna, 2016; Chao, 2016; Lye and Koh,
2014; Maloney et al., 2010). For models, a missing accentuation mark in an order input causes it
to neglect to effectively arrange the whole arrangement of orders. The "Blunder" cautioning
appeared on the screen may give students a sensation of dissatisfaction. The learning inspiration
of understudies, in any event, when they have great coherent and planning capacities, might be
decreased because of the monotonous or muddled grammar.
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3.5.2 Nature of Difficulties in learning Visual Basic Programming
[11] According to Derus, S. et.al. (2012), uncovered that understudies have issues
recorded as a hard copy, perusing just as planning a straightforward programming code. Hence,
it is critical to examine the components that lead to understudies learning trouble in
programming. The troubles should be recognized to have the option to help them learning in a
compelling way.
A review has been led by and to recognize the variables that lead to understudies learning
trouble in programming with a different measurements, for example, figuring foundation,
registering experience, challenges while getting the hang of programming and factors that lead
to lackluster showing in programming course. The principle finding uncovered from the review
is that the most troublesome subjects looked by understudies were memory-related ideas which
understudies were not able in making an away from model of memory development during
program execution. Additionally, the issue demolishes when static media were utilized in
showing dynamic ideas of programming then, had recognized four significant causes of issue
looked by understudies in getting the hang of programming. The issues are: (I) understudies
needed ability in the methods of investigating issues, (ii) ineffectual utilization of portrayal
procedures for critical thinking (iii) insufficient utilization of encouraging methodologies for
critical thinking and coding and (iv) don't comprehend and dominate the programming linguistic
structure and develops.
3.5.3 Reasons of failure in learning Visual Basic Programming
[12] A study conducted by Sarpong, K., et. al. (2013) states that novice developers
experience the ill effects of a wide scope of troubles. Understudies' trouble in PC writing computer
programs isn't novel to just Ghanaian understudies (for example explicit to VVU IT/CS
understudies just) however ranges across most colleges in Ghana and different pieces of the
world. Exploration works led about disappointments in programming courses have regularly
centered around the powerlessness or the shortcoming of the understudy to comprehend the ideas.
A large number of these understudies discover programming to be troublesome and discouraging
particularly when they are novices and in any event, when they take progressed programming
courses. Since writing computer programs is the fundamental ability expected of software
engineers, the negative effect of these essential initial courses may have destructive results in the
students' mentality towards the field. A few issues recognized by numerous creators are in the
accompanying classifications: (1) Weaker understudy confessed to seek after CS/IT (2) Lack of
critical thinking abilities (3) Lack of insightful reasoning abilities (4) Lack of sensible and
thinking abilities (5) Lack of programming arranging (6) Lack of programming applied agreement
(7) Lack of algorithmic abilities (8) The theoretical trouble of different components of the
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educational plan, (9) The degree of input that is accessible to understudies concerning different
segments of the programming task, (10) How examples of study, specifically low degrees of visà-vis contact experienced by autonomous students, sway on the initial two issues.
The specialists accept that the motivation behind why there is absence of abilities with
respect to understudies in tackling and dissecting issues in writing computer programs is because
of the helpless training procedure adjusted by programming teachers. All the three speakers met
concurred that the reasons for disappointment in PC programming courses are exceptionally
because of the strategy adjusted by educators of programming. The procedures utilized by them
in the difficult portrayal are not successful. They said that instructors of programming don't utilize
various showing techniques in showing programming courses. They said that most understudies
do not have the comprehension of ideas in significant themes in programming because of the
style/technique for educating. A few educators just adjust the addressing technique; others project
approach, a few instructional exercises, and so forth The technique either make the course
straightforward or hard to comprehend. They accept that most educators don't think about the
foundation of the understudies into thought when instructing programming. They additionally
said that a few educators of programming train just the hypothetical part of programming ignoring
the useful viewpoints that will give the understudy the fundamental expertise. Two of the
specialists said that, they can't adjust the critical thinking approach since the quantity of PCs to
understudy proportion don't match the worldwide norm of allocating PCs to understudies. This
doesn't uncover the understudies enough to obtain the essential ability to upgrade their odds of
accomplishment in programming. They additionally accepted that, absence of programming
projects influences the presentation of the understudy.
3.6 Features of Visual Basic Programming that the students like most
[13] A study conducted by Siddiqui, F. (2014), Visual essential programming language
permits developers to make programming interface and codes in a simple to utilize graphical
climate. When contrasted with different dialects, Visual fundamental might be more slow
however, yet it is adaptable and it very well may be properly expressed that things that are
troublesome in different dialects are relatively simpler in visual essential programming language.
Quite possibly the main things to be considered concerning programming in Visual essential is
that the construction of VB is planned in a manner that permits developers to make executable
code – Exe documents. It empowers software engineers to create programs that can be utilized as
front finish to information bases.
3.7 Features of Visual Basic Programming that the students hate most
[14] As expressed by Soffar, H. (2020), Visual Basic is an incredible language however it
isn't appropriate for programming, It is much more slow than different dialects. More memory
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space is needed to introduce and work in Visual Basic as VB is GUI based advancement device.
It contains Graphical segments that need more space, Visual Basic isn't extremely valuable for
making programs that utilization a great deal of handling time, for example, the games.
3.8 Learning Style of the Students in learning Visual Basic Programming
[15] A expressed by Daniel S. (2019) he expressed that in light of the fact that numerous
advanced homerooms depend on talk, perusing, and writing to grant data, they are set up to pass
on data in a way that best suits students with a hear-able successive students inclination. Yet,
(Silverman, L., 2002) directed an investigation of 750 understudies in two schools and found that
33% of the understudies were unequivocally visual-spatial and another 30% were tolerably visualspatial. At 63% of understudies reviewed, the outcomes unmistakably demonstrated that most of
understudies are have a drawn in with visual-spatial learning inclination modes students. At 63%
of understudies reviewed, the outcomes unmistakably demonstrated that most of understudies in
this example are visual-spatial students. Also, the examination recommends that a considerable lot
of our understudies with a visual-spatial this scholars inclination are going undetected and
undernourished. In embracing a visual learning and showing approach, teachers can all the more
likely address the issues, everything being equal.

In any case, shouldn't something be said about the students with a hear-able consecutive
inclination? Fortunately these understudies can likewise profit by adding visual components to
educational plan. Exploration by instructive clinician Richard Mayer found that utilizing pictures
to pass on data improves an individual's capacity to review realities or key strides by a normal of
23%. At the point when text and illustrations are consolidated, maintenance increments to 42%
(Mayer, R.E., 2009). In this way, regardless of whether an understudy is slanted toward hear-able
successive or visual-spatial learning, they can at present profit as far as review when visual
components are fused.
4.

METHODOLOGY

A.

Research Structure
This study used descriptive approach. A set of questionnaire were distributed to determine
the learning style of students and their difficulties in Visual Basic Programming.

B.

Sample
The sample was gathered to 30-BSIT students of CSU-Aparri Campus as a respondent to the case
study to obtain the learning style of students and their difficulties in learning Visual Basic Programming.

C.

Data Pre-Processing
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The study was conducted at Cagayan State University – Aparri Campus S.Y. 2020 to
determine the learning style of students and their difficulties in learning Visual Basic
Programming, all participants were asked to answer the online survey questionnaire as an
instrument for data gathering. The data collected will be served as an evidence for the study
conducted.

Collected data were analysed with the used of Descriptive Statistical Tools namely:
frequency count, percentage, rank, mean and weighted mean.
D.

Measurement

The responses of the respondents were taken multiple responses and Likerts Scale. The
theory used for determining the learning style of students is the theory of Howard Gardner with
the use of the Learning Style Assessment Tool (http://www.whatismylearningstyle.com/learningstyle-test-1.html)

5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.Demographic Profile
Table 1.1 Distribution of Respondents according to Profile
A.

Age
It is shown in the Table 1.1 as to age, 43.33% belongs to the age bracket of 21-22 years old;
30% was found to be in the age bracket of 19-20 years old; 10 % was found to be in the age
bracket of 23-24 & 25-26 years old and 6.67% was found to be in the age bracket of 29-30 years
old. This means that most of the respondents have a majority age of 21-22 years old and ranked
first.

B.

Sex

The table shows that there are more male respondents than female with 17 or 56.67%
compared to 13 or 43.33%. This shows that male was more actively responds when this online
survey was conducted while female is less active.
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Variable

Frequency

Percentage

Rank

21-22
19-20
23-24
25-26
29-30
TOTAL

13
9
3
3
2
30

43.33
30
10
10
6.67

1
2
3.5
3.5
5

Male
Female
TOTAL

17
13
30

56.67
43.33

1
2

Age

Sex
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2. Distribution of Respondents along teaching
Table 2.1 The teaching methods use by the Faculty in teaching Visual Basic Programming
Among the teaching methods use by the faculty in teaching visual basic, as can be seen in
the Table 2.1 Visual Presentation is the number one with a frequency of 27 followed by the Reading
Lecture Notes/plans with a frequency of 11. On the other hand the rarest is the Hands On with a
frequency of 1. This means that in teaching Visual Basic Programming Language, the faculty
mostly use is the Visual Presentation as their teaching methods. This supports to the examination
of Shehane, R. et. al. (2014) found that visual instructing approaches were especially successful
for understudy cognizance of troubleshooting assignments. Karsenti and Collin (2011) talked
about the viability of online recordings for the expert advancement of educators. The recordings
exhibited live accounts of study hall exercises to instructor learners to enhance their traditional
educating material. Karsenti and Collin (2011) found that the utilization of these recordings gave
useful preparing that upgraded educator's agreement and use of study hall procedures, and
furthermore furnished them with the adaptability to get to recordings the same number of times as
wanted, any time, and from any area. Understudies are frequently reluctant to request that an
instructor rehash something more than once. Nonetheless, they give off an impression of being
happy with rehashing the utilization of a video on different occasions until they acquire a full
comprehension of what is being introduced. The accessibility and simple admittance to the
recordings "empowered learning through displaying and impersonation" (Karsenti and Collin,
2011). Lashley (2005) found that the preparation recordings were a viable showing help for
specialized and clinical abilities. Criticism gave to Lashley (2005) demonstrated that the consistent
online accessibility of the recordings gave understudies the capacity to more readily plan their
speed of learning. Nicholson and Nicholson (2010) detailed that the use of visual computerized
media to a course is valuable to understudy learning of Information Technology (IT) material and
results in improved by and large understudy fulfillment with the learning cycle.
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Frequency
27
11

Rank
1
2.5

11
7
5
1

2.5
4
5
6

Table 2.2 Teaching skills of the teacher in teaching Visual Basic
As shown in the Table 2.2 it represents that the highest teaching skills of the teacher in
teaching visual basic programming is by explaining the objectives of the lessons at the start of each
period with a frequency of 24. This means that even they possessed the following skills in teaching
then the students can rate their performance according to what they are observed. This supports to
statement from Educational Reform site it express, that learning destinations are a route for
instructors to design, succession, and plan out learning objectives for a particular instructional
period, normally to push understudies toward the accomplishment of bigger, longer-term
instructive objectives, for example, meeting course learning assumptions, performing great on a
state administered test, or moving on from secondary school arranged for school. Thus, learning
targets are a focal technique in capability based realizing, which alludes to frameworks of guidance,
evaluation, reviewing, and scholastic announcing that depend on understudies exhibiting
comprehension of the information and abilities they are required to acquire before they progress
to the following exercise, get elevated to the following evaluation level, or get a recognition.
Learning targets are likewise an approach to build up and articulate scholastic assumptions for
understudies so they know definitely what is anticipated from them. When learning targets are
unmistakably conveyed to understudies, the thinking goes, understudies will be bound to
accomplish the introduced objectives. Alternately, when learning destinations are missing or hazy,
understudies may not understand what's anticipated from them, which may then prompt disarray,
dissatisfaction, or different components that could block the learning cycle.
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Frequency
24

Rank
1

17

2

14

3

Table 2.3 Personality Traits of teachers in teaching Visual Basic
Table 2.3 shows that the teacher’s personal traits in teaching visual basic states that the
teacher has good relationship with the students and teachers with a frequency of 26 and ranked first.
The table presents that the teacher has a good personal traits that are always been recognized by the
students when teaching. This supports to the study of Peterson-Deluca, A. (2016), there are top five
(5) characteristics of an extraordinary educator as per the understudies she has been reviewed ages
15-19 across U.S.: (1) The capacity to create associations with their understudies - The most regular
reaction is that an incredible instructor creates associations with understudies. The examination
writing concurs with them: Teachers should have the option to fabricate believing associations with
understudies to make a protected, positive, and gainful learning climate. For instance, an understudy
in Boston revealed to us that incredible educators "Will tune in to understudies when there is an
issue."; (2) Patient, mindful, and kind character - Personality attributes identified with being a
humane individual and having an affectability to understudy contrasts, especially with students,
was the second most regularly announced quality. Once more, there is exploration to help that
educator manners are unequivocally identified with understudy learning and advancement.; (3)
Knowledge of students - This is a general classification that joins information on the intellectual,
social and enthusiastic improvement of students. It incorporates a comprehension of how
understudies learn at a given formative level; how learning in a particular branch of knowledge
regularly advances like learning movements or directions; mindfulness that students have singular
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requirements and capacities; and an agreement that guidance ought to be custom-made to address
every student's issues. One understudy persuasively portrayed it as: "The educator comprehends the
speed and limit of the understudy."; (4) Dedication to instructing - Dedication alludes to an affection
for instructing or enthusiasm for the work, which incorporates obligation to understudies'
prosperity. Reactions frequently alluded to cherishing the topic or just being devoted to the work.
To an understudy, this implies an instructor ought to be "continually ready to help and give time.";
(5) Engaging understudies in learning - Students additionally said that educators ought to have the
option to draw in and persuade understudies to learn. Scientists talk around three sorts of
commitment that are needed for understudies to learn: intellectual, enthusiastic, and conduct. Study
respondents generally centered around making content fascinating and the capacity to persuade
understudies to learn. An understudy in Pennsylvania said incredible educators are, "propelling
understudies to prevail all through school."
Frequency
26

Rank
1

Is open to suggestions and opinions

16

2

Shows smartness and confidence in

15

3

13

4

Has a good relationship with the
students and teachers

making decisions
Has an appealing personality with
good sense of humor
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Table 3. Distribution of Respondents according to their resources use in learning Visual
Basic
Table 3 shows that the most students are preferably use Computer/Cellphone for accessing
the internet with a frequency of 29 followed by the Books with a frequency of 10. The table states
that Computer/Cellphone is more in demand now due to the risen of new technologies. This
supports in an investigation led by Markwei (2001) with the point of discovering the degree of
mindfulness and utilization of the Internet and its administrations by scholastics staff and
postgraduate understudies of the University of Ghana, it was discovered that both staff and
understudies are completely mindful of the Internet and the majority of its administrations.
Scholarly staffs when all is said in done utilize the Internet and its administrations more than
understudies. Notwithstanding, both staff and understudies from the Science resources utilize the
Internet and its administrations more than those from the Arts and Social Science resources.
A comparative report led by Atiso (2002) uncovered the degree of Internet mindfulness
was very high with respondents. This, he stated, was evident on the grounds that the Internet being
another innovation should be mainstream particularly with individuals in the scholarly world.
Additionally, respondents utilized the Internet regularly, particularly last year understudies who
use them generally for scholastic inquiries.
Frequency
29
10
3
1

Computer/Cellphone (Internet)
Books
Magazines
Training

Rank
1
2
3
4

Table 4. Distribution of Respondents according to their difficulties in learning Visual Basic
Table 4.1 Difficulties encountered in learning Visual Basic Programming
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The table below shows that the coding process and executing programs is the difficulties
part that the students was encountered in learning Visual Basic Programming with a frequency
of 26 0r 86.67% while the Installation of Visual Basic is the rarest with a frequency of 2 or 6.67%
it means that it is easiest or the basic part that the students learned in Visual Basic Programming.
This supports to the study conducted by Lahtinen, E., et.al. (2005) states that, fledgling
developers are ordinarily restricted to surface information on projects. They frequently approach
programming "line by line" instead of utilizing important program structures. The information
on tenderfoots will in general be setting explicit, and they additionally frequently neglect to apply
the information they have acquired enough. They may know the sentence structure and semantics
of individual explanations however don't have the foggiest idea how to consolidate them into
substantial projects [9]. Thus, it is essential to join both idea information and techniques for their
utilization in the learning cycle.
A study conducted by Tsai, C. (2018) states that programming students experience
troubles in the learning of specific ideas (Ouahbi et al., 2015). These ideas might be identified
with the programming design and cycles (Lahtinen, Ala-Mutka, and Järvinen, 2005), condition
control and calculations (Seppälä et al., 2006), and circle control (Ginat, 2004). Complex
grammar is the principle normal issue experienced by amateurs as to printed programming
language in the conventional learning climate (Basawapatna, 2016; Chao, 2016; Lye and Koh,
2014; Maloney et al., 2010). For models, a missing accentuation mark in an order input causes
it to neglect to effectively arrange the whole arrangement of orders. The "Blunder" cautioning
appeared on the screen may give students a sensation of dissatisfaction. The learning inspiration
of understudies, in any event, when they have great coherent and planning capacities, might be
decreased because of the monotonous or muddled grammar.

Variable
Coding process and
executing programs
Uses of Visual Basic
Properties
Installation of Visual
Basic
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Table 4.2 Nature of Difficulties in learning Visual Basic Programming
The table below shows that the nature of difficulty in learning Visual Basic
Programming of the students is the learning programming syntax with a frequency of 19 or
63.33% it means that in Table 4.1 it is very difficult to execute programs when learning
programming syntax. This supports to the statement by Derus, S. et.al. (2012), uncovered that
understudies have issues recorded as a hard copy, perusing just as planning a straightforward
programming code. Hence, it is critical to examine the components that lead to understudies
learning trouble in programming. The troubles should be recognized to have the option to help
them learning in a compelling way.
A review has been led by and to recognize the variables that lead to understudies
learning trouble in programming with a different measurements, for example, figuring
foundation, registering experience, challenges while getting the hang of programming and
factors that lead to lackluster showing in programming course. The principle finding
uncovered from the review is that the most troublesome subjects looked by understudies were
memory-related ideas which understudies were not able in making an away from model of
memory development during program execution. Additionally, the issue demolishes when
static media were utilized in showing dynamic ideas of programming then, had recognized
four significant causes of issue looked by understudies in getting the hang of programming.
The issues are: (I) understudies needed ability in the methods of investigating issues, (ii)
ineffectual utilization of portrayal procedures for critical thinking (iii) insufficient utilization
of encouraging methodologies for critical thinking and coding and (iv) don't comprehend and
dominate the programming linguistic structure and develops.
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Frequency
19

Percentage
63.33

Rank
1

18

60

2

13

43.33

3

12

40

4

Table 4.3 Reasons of failure in learning Visual Basic Programming
The table below shows that the reasons of failure in learning Visual Basic
Programming of the students is the lack of programming conceptual understanding with a
frequency of 13 or 43.33%. The table states that if the student has a lack of programming
conceptual understanding, it is very hard to build codes and executes a program which
shows in Table 4.1. This supports to the study conducted by Sarpong, K., et. al. (2013)
states that novice developers experience the ill effects of a wide scope of troubles.
Understudies' trouble in PC writing computer programs isn't novel to just Ghanaian
understudies (for example explicit to VVU IT/CS understudies just) however ranges across
most colleges in Ghana and different pieces of the world. Exploration works led about
disappointments in programming courses have regularly centered around the
powerlessness or the shortcoming of the understudy to comprehend the ideas. A large
number of these understudies discover programming to be troublesome and discouraging
particularly when they are novices and in any event, when they take progressed
programming courses. Since writing computer programs is the fundamental ability
expected of software engineers, the negative effect of these essential initial courses may
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have destructive results in the students' mentality towards the field. A few issues
recognized by numerous creators are in the accompanying classifications: (1) Weaker
understudy confessed to seek after CS/IT (2) Lack of critical thinking abilities (3) Lack of
insightful reasoning abilities (4) Lack of sensible and thinking abilities (5) Lack of
programming arranging (6) Lack of programming applied agreement (7) Lack of
algorithmic abilities (8) The theoretical trouble of different components of the educational
plan, (9) The degree of input that is accessible to understudies concerning different
segments of the programming task, (10) How examples of study, specifically low degrees
of vis-à-vis contact experienced by autonomous students, sway on the initial two issues.
The specialists accept that the motivation behind why there is absence of abilities
with respect to understudies in tackling and dissecting issues in writing computer programs
is because of the helpless training procedure adjusted by programming teachers. All the
three speakers met concurred that the reasons for disappointment in PC programming
courses are exceptionally because of the strategy adjusted by educators of programming.
The procedures utilized by them in the difficult portrayal are not successful. They said that
instructors of programming don't utilize various showing techniques in showing
programming courses. They said that most understudies do not have the comprehension of
ideas in significant themes in programming because of the style/technique for educating.
A few educators just adjust the addressing technique; others project approach, a few
instructional exercises, and so forth The technique either make the course straightforward
or hard to comprehend. They accept that most educators don't think about the foundation
of the understudies into thought when instructing programming. They additionally said that
a few educators of programming train just the hypothetical part of programming ignoring
the useful viewpoints that will give the understudy the fundamental expertise. Two of the
specialists said that, they can't adjust the critical thinking approach since the quantity of
PCs to understudy proportion don't match the worldwide norm of allocating PCs to
understudies. This doesn't uncover the understudies enough to obtain the essential ability
to upgrade their odds of accomplishment in programming. They additionally accepted that,
absence of programming projects influences the presentation of the understudy.

Variable
Lack of programming
conceptual understanding
Lack of logical and reasoning
skills
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etc.)
Lack of problem solving skills
TOTAL
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7

23.33

2.5

3
30

10

4

Table 5. Distribution of Respondents according to the features of Visual Basic that they like
most
The table shows that out of 30 respondents, the features of Visual Basic Programming that
like most by the students is the structure of the basic programming language is very simple,
particularly as to the executable code with a frequency of 9 or 30% and ranked first. This supports
to the study conducted by Siddiqui, F. (2014), Visual essential programming language permits
developers to make programming interface and codes in a simple to utilize graphical climate.
When contrasted with different dialects, Visual fundamental might be more slow however, yet it
is adaptable and it very well may be properly expressed that things that are troublesome in different
dialects are relatively simpler in visual essential programming language. Quite possibly the main
things to be considered concerning programming in Visual essential is that the construction of VB
is planned in a manner that permits developers to make executable code – Exe documents. It
empowers software engineers to create programs that can be utilized as front finish to information
bases.
Variable
The structure of the Basic programming
language is very simple, particularly as
to the executable code.
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The VB-IDE has been highly optimized
to support rapid application
development ("RAD"). It is particularly
easy to develop graphical user interfaces
and to connect them to handler functions
provided by the application.

8

26.67

2

The graphical user interface of the VBIDE provides intuitively appealing
views for the management of the
program structure in the large and the
various types of entities (classes,
modules, procedures, forms ...).

4

13.33

3

When editing program texts the
"IntelliSense" technology informs you in
a little popup window about the types of
constructs that may be entered at the
current cursor location.

3

10

4

You can create web applications with
modern features like performance
counters, event logs, and file system.

2

6.67

5.5

2

6.67

5.5

VB provides a comprehensive
interactive and context-sensitive online
help system.

1

3.33

7.5

VB is not only a language but primarily
an integrated, interactive development
environment ("IDE").

1

3.33

7.5

TOTAL

30

You can create your web forms with
much ease through the visual forms
designer. You will also enjoy drag and
drop capability to replace any elements
that you may need.
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Table 6. Distribution of Respondents according to the features of Visual Basic that they
hate most
The table shows that the features of Visual Basic Programming that hate most by the
students is that VB.NET cannot handle pointers directly. This is a significant disadvantage since
pointers are much necessary for programming. Any additional coding will lead to many CPU
cycles, requiring more processing time. Your application will become slow with a frequency of 18
or 60% and ranked first. This supports to the express by Soffar, H. (2020), Visual Basic is an
incredible language however it isn't appropriate for programming, It is much more slow than
different dialects. More memory space is needed to introduce and work in Visual Basic as VB is
GUI based advancement device. It contains Graphical segments that need more space, Visual Basic
isn't extremely valuable for making programs that utilization a great deal of handling time, for
example, the games.
Variable
VB.NET cannot handle pointers directly.
This is a significant disadvantage since
pointers are much necessary for
programming. Any additional coding will
lead to many CPU cycles, requiring more
processing time. Your application will
become slow

Frequency
18

Percentage
60

Rank
1

Visual basic is a proprietary programming
language written by Microsoft, so programs
written in Visual basic cannot, easily, be
transferred to other operating systems

1
0

3
3
.
3
3

2

There are some, fairly minor disadvantages
compared with C. C has better declaration of

2

6
.

3
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arrays – it’s possible to initialize an array of
structures in C at declaration time; this is
impossible in VB.

6
7

3
0

TOTAL

Table 7. Distribution of Respondents according to their Learning Style
By using a scale, the table presents that the descriptive rating is Seldom with an Overall
Weighted mean of 2.10 which is under the bracket of 1.81-2.60 (Seldom) and it is revealed that
the highest weighted mean is 2.27 which means that the students are prefer new or difficult
information to be presented by using posters, books and/or video on another hand the students are
on visual.
This table is a Learning Style Assessment Tool use to determine the learning style of
students and use for scaling.
Variable

Frequency
(n=30)

I can remember more about
something new or difficult by
talking about it rather than
reading about it.
I prefer new or difficult
information to be presented by
using posters, books and/or video.
I remember new or difficult things
better if I write it down.

30

30

|

Volume 3

2.03

2.27
2

30

I learn something new or difficult
by making posters, models, or
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Mean
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Descriptive
Rating
Seldom
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Seldom
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doing some other creative task
related to the topic.
If I have to learn how to do
something new or difficult, I learn
best if someone tells me how to
do it.
I best learn something new or
difficult by working with my
hands and making things related
to the topic.
Looking at someone telling or
showing me something new or
difficult really helps me to stay
focused.
If I have to tell someone how to
do something, I have no trouble in
giving good, clear instructions.
When I write things down I push
hard on my pen or pencil and feel
the flow and shape of the words
as I form them.
I prefer it when my teacher uses
the whiteboard, the OHP or
posters when they talk about new
or difficult topics.
When I am not sure how a word is
spelled I spell it out aloud to see if
it sounds right.
I learn new or difficult things very
well by writing them down many
times.
My school exercise books are
quite untidy.

Issue No: 1

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30
30

When I take a test I can see my
notes or the textbook in my head.

30

I take frequent breaks when I
study.

30

I would rather listen and learn
something new or difficult than

30

Volume 3

2.1

1.97

2.13

1.9

2.3

2
2.2
2

30

I like to eat snacks while I study.

|

2.07

30

Sound bothers me when I am
studying.
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read and learn something new or
difficult.
I am good at solving geometric
puzzles (jigsaw puzzles,
tangrams, pentominoes, mazes,
etc).
I like to fidget or play with
something while I am doing
schoolwork.
It's hard for me to read something
new or difficult without getting
distracted easily.
I enjoy learning about a new or
difficult topic by reading about
them.
I enjoy sports and am good at
several different types of sports.
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30
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30
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If I have to solve a new or
difficult problem, I use my entire
body or move objects to help me
think.
When I give instructions I like to
give lots of details.

30

30

When I have to solve a new or
difficult problem, I like to draw
diagrams and use sketches to help
me find a solution.
If I have to give instructions I
prefer to be as brief as possible.

30

30

When someone is telling me
about something, I enjoy listening
but I also interrupt often and say
something as well.
If I had to remember a list of
items I would prefer to move
around and touch the items.
When I read I often fidget and try
to "feel" the content or even act
out parts of what I read.

30

30
30

|

1.97

1.93
2.17
2.2
2.07

2.17

2.13

2.3

2.03

2.17

2.13
2.1

January to June 2019

Seldom

Seldom
Seldom
Seldom
Seldom

Seldom

Seldom

Seldom

Seldom

Seldom

Seldom
Seldom

Scale: 1.00- 1.80 (Never)
1.81- 2.60 (Seldom)
2.61- 3.40 (Sometimes)
3.41- 4.20 (Often)
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4.21- 5.00 (Always)
Table 7.1. Distribution of Respondents according to their Learning Style
The table states that the Learning Style of students is Visual with a frequency of 19 or
63.33%. It means that in Table 2.1 the teaching method use by the Faculty is Visual Presentation
as observed by the students but hands on is the rarest with a frequency of 1 which is the reason
why students experienced difficulty in coding process and executing programs which shows in
Table 4.1 with a frequency of 26 or 86.67% and in Table 7 it states, that students prefer new or
difficult information to be presented by using posters, books and/or video with a weighted mean
of 2.27 which is under the bracket of 1.81-2.60 (Seldom) on another hand the students are on visual.
. This supports to the express by Daniel S. (2019) he expressed that in light of the fact that
numerous advanced homerooms depend on talk, perusing, and writing to grant data, they are set
up to pass on data in a way that best suits students with a hear-able successive students inclination.
Yet, (Silverman, L., 2002) directed an investigation of 750 understudies in two schools and found
that 33% of the understudies were unequivocally visual-spatial and another 30% were tolerably
visual-spatial. At 63% of understudies reviewed, the outcomes unmistakably demonstrated that
most of understudies are have a drawn in with visual-spatial learning inclination modes students.
At 63% of understudies reviewed, the outcomes unmistakably demonstrated that most of
understudies in this example are visual-spatial students. Also, the examination recommends that a
considerable lot of our understudies with a visual-spatial this scholars inclination are going
undetected and undernourished. In embracing a visual learning and showing approach, teachers
can all the more likely address the issues, everything being equal.

Learning Style
Visual
Auditory
Tactile

6.

Frequency
19
18
13

Percentage
63.33
60
43.33

Rank
1
2
3

CONCLUSION

The findings show that the teachers are mostly using visual presentation in their teaching
methods than in hands on even they show good relationship to students which has been more
recognized and observed by most students. Through visual presentation as teaching method some
students are hard to learn visual basic programming they encounter difficulties such as coding
process, executing programs as well learning programming syntax due to the lack of programming
conceptual understanding and this is the reason why some students failed in that subject. In
learning Visual Basic Programming the resources used by most students are computers and
cellphones which they use it in connecting to the internet in surfing sites and searching information
about Visual Basic Programming rather than books, magazines and etc. The feature of the Visual
Basic Programming that the student like most is, the structure is very simple, particularly as to the
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executable code while the feature they hate is, it cannot handle pointers directly. Base on the
results, it is revealed that the learning style of the students is visual. The students learn more on
visual but less on experience because the rare in the method of teaching of the teacher is hands on
which means the teacher is not always conducting hands on activity but more on visual
presentation which leads the student to have less experience in coding and executing programs in
visual basic.
7. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on findings, it is recommended that the teacher should teach the students the way not
only on visual but also conduct hands on activity to let the students experience in coding, making
syntax and learn to execute programs. This is important in order for the students to enhance their
knowledge and skills in coding, executing programs and to improve their conceptual understanding
about Visual Basic Programming.

8.
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ONLINE VOTING SYSTEM OF THE APARRI EAST NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
ALEJANDRO T. GAMMAG, JR
Graduate School, Cagayan State University at Aparri
As a digital platform, online voting system is one example software platform used to conduct,
management and secure votes during the election. It eliminates the need to cast the votes using pen
and paper or having to gather in person, the need to manually count casted votes, and maintain
security of the ballots and results.
This study the online voting system of the Aparri East National High School was developed
to ease the burdens on conduct the election in the school of the student leaders representing the
Student Supreme Government. It will require a minimal time and efforts in the process as a whole,
easily process and generate reports based on the system and information of their vote and result of
the elections. The system was designed to produce and collect the personal information of
candidates and parties involved, maintain a faster, accurate and reliable conduct of SSG election.
It designed further to be compliant to ISO 25010 software quality standards: to an accurate,
reliable, secure, functional, portable, usable, maintanable and efficient system.
Through the software development methodology, the steps were carefully implemented.
The problems, issues, and challenges in the voting processes, and management of the AENHSSSG were identified. The study was conducted at Aparri East National High School – Student
Supreme Government with the aspiring candidates and voters as the participants of the study.
The problems and challenges include but not limited to timeliness in the provision of
immediate, accurate, and reliable election results; the process involved is time-consuming and
requires more manpower to manage and conduct elections; issues on safety of casted votes and
ballot boxes; inaccuracy in the results due to disparities in written results or casted votes, and cost
involved in the conduct and management of elections.
The developed Online Voting System for the Student Supreme Government was tested in
an actual election in March 2020. The manual processes were systematically improved with the
implemented system. The system was made available in a free hosting facility making it accessible
across different web browser and media or devices. The system worked as expected
based
on the experience in the conduct of the elections. The participants of the study evaluated the
systems’ compliance to ISO 25010:2011 software quality standards using a 5-Likert scaled survey
questionnaire.
Generally, the developed online voting system was found compliant to a very high extent as to
accuracy, reliability, security, functionality, portability, usability, maintainability and efficiency.
There were significant differences in the assessments in the 8 criterion of the ISO 25010:2011 from
between and among groups tested.
Based on the results, the online voting system can be great help for Aparri East National High
School – Student Supreme Government. It streamlines the process especially the voting and
generation of report thus it should be utilized in the school. The system can be great help also for
more convenient way of voting and tallying the result of election in the school.
In conclusion, the Online Voting system complied to a very high extent on the ISO standards. The
system is a potential technological tool in voting instead of using the manual voting. It shows that
has a great impact to the learners and teachers in terms of voting, data collection and data
monitoring during election and therefore a contributing technology to the school.
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Based on the findings, the following recommendations are drawn (1) the system should be
continually implemented and eradicate the manual voting system in the school; (2) the different
systems in the school that relates to students including the voting system may be made available
in one working website for holistic usage; (3) the system should have firewall in place and port
scanning mitigation with updated Webserver applications and dependencies, Web threat protection,
and SSL implementation among others to secure the system and data in it; (4) for the future
researchers and programmers, it is recommended that converting the coding structures into more
advanced web programming to have more advanced web based site; and (5) the system should be
updated from time to time for better performance, security of data and meet the standards of the
Student Supreme Government of the school.
Keywords: ISO 25010, voting, software development methodology
INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental rights as a citizen of a democratic country is the right to vote for the ruling
government. It is an instrument of democracy that provides an official mechanism for people to
express their views to the government. Traditionally, the process of voting in local and national
elections is cumbersome because the voter himself must be present in person at the polling station
to cast his vote. The task of conducting the election is even more difficult when voters are
geographically distributed. Additional to this, the mechanism that is needed to ensure that the
security and the privacy of an election are maintained at all times during elections can be expensive
and time-consuming for the election administrators. Most national elections are designed to
minimize the possibility of fraud and maximize public confidence. This is done by inviting
independent parties or representatives from each party to observe the election process and by
assuring the anonymity of the voter’s ballot. In addition, they are decentralized so that any fraud,
which may occur, is unlikely to compromise the process as a whole.
However, with the rapid growth of network technology and advancement in cryptography
techniques, online voting system (OVS) can be designed to overcome the problems of traditional
voting and thus becomes a viable alternative method of survey or voting in an election. OVS is
viewed as a set of protocols that allow voters to cast their votes, while enabling authorities to
collect and tally the votes, and announce the result to the public. OVS is expected to make our
modern social life more convenient, efficient and inexpensive.
Online Voting System (OVS) is an electronic way of choosing leaders via a web driven application
with the used of laptop or smartphones. The advantage of the online voting over the common
“queue method” is that the voters have the choice of voting at their own free time and there is
reduced congestion. It also minimizes on errors of vote counting. The individual votes are
submitted in a database which can be queried to find out who of the aspirants for a given post has
the highest number of votes. In this system people who have citizenship can vote online without
going to any physical polling station. There is a database which is maintained in which all the
names of voters with complete information are stored.
A voter can use his\her voting right online without any difficulty. He\she has to be registered first
to him\her to vote. Registration is mainly done by the system administrator for security reasons.
The System Administrator registers the voters on a special site of the system visited by him only
by simply filling a registration form to register voter. Citizens seeking registration are expected to
contact the system administrator to submit their details. After the validity it has been confirmed by
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the system administrator by comparing their details submitted with those in existing databases
such as those as the Registrar of Persons, the citizen is then registered as a voter.
After registration, the voter is assigned a secret voter ID which he\she can use a log into the system
and enjoy services provided by the system. If invalid/wrong details are submitted, then the citizen
is not registered to vote.
Aparri East National High School (AENHS) is an public educational institution that implements
an election once a year for the Student Supreme Government (SSG) based on the Department of
Education Order No. 47 s.2014. The AENHS is currently uses manual voting or also known as
“Ballot System” to elect the chosen candidate in each position. The system is traditionally proven
to be effective and had been used since the school is being put up but because of its manual
procedure it takes a lot of time and effort during voting period. This task involved the following:
first the voters will wrote their respective candidate in every position in a paper ballot and cast
their votes in the box. The second registration, the adviser will checked and audit of voters records,
lastly the tallying authorities process the tallying and counting the ballots manually.
The SSG election was based in accordance to the Department of Education Order No. 47 s. 2014
in article VIII Section 1-9 Constitution and By Laws of the Supreme Student Government in
Elementary and Secondary school. With an objective to help students develop passionate love of
country, values and competencies that will enable them to realize their full potential and to
contribute meaningfully in building the nation.
Hence, the proponent has decided to promote the idea of using electromic means in voting for the
students of Aparri East National High School. This serves as a way to prepare them for the
incoming elections so that they could have an idea of how things work in online voting system.
And also because of the long process of casting and counting of votes, the study aims to improve
accuracy, reliability, security, functionality, portability, usability, maintainability and efficiency.
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Conceptual Framework
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Figure 1. Input Process-Output Diagram
The figure above represents the Input-process output where the box on the left represents the Input
which contains the information/data needed for the system to accommodate for future transaction
of the system. The middle box represents, the Process in the system that shows the
action/transaction to be made by using the system. While the box of the right represents the Output
which are the generated outputs or reports to be accomplish by using the system.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of the project is to develop a system that transforms the traditional way of selecting
our desired leaders with the help of our computer advancement. It aimed in providing a fast,
convenient and reliable way of casting votes in just a few clicks’ away with a mouse and to secure
the privacy of the voter and to manage the time to vote of the student or voter and to manipulate
the election fraud and to secure the secure because of the security that are input in the system and
to guide the user or voter to be responsive for voting because each vote is important to a candidate.
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This research aims to develop a Web-based Online Voting System of the Aparri East National
High School. Specifically, this answers the following questions:
What is the current practice, processes involved and challenges in the conduct of student
organization election at the Aparri East National High School in terms of:
Filling and posting of Candidates
Casting of Votes and Counting
Management of Election Returns and Ballot Boxes
Ensuring Safety and Storage
What proposed system will be developed to ease the problems and challenges in the conduct of
student organization election, as well as its features?
What is the extent of compliance of the developed system project, The AENHS Online Voting
System, to the software quality standards of the ISO 25010 in terms of:
Accuracy
Reliability
Security
Functionality
Portability
Usability
Maintainability
Efficiency
Is there significant differences in the assessment of the participants of the systems’ extent of
compliance to ISO 25010 in terms of:
Accuracy
Reliability
Security
Functionality
Portability
Usability
Maintainability
Efficiency
What proposed changes need to be integrated or additional features that could be made?
II. METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the methods of research which will be used in the study. It introduces the
nature of the research method, its locale, respondents and sampling procedure, instrument,
procedure for gathering and the statistical tool to be used for the analysis of data.
Research Design
The researcher used the framework of structuring, planning and controlling the process in
developing information system in software engineering is known as Software Development
Methodology. The Software Development Methodology follows different steps: requirement
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gathering, analysis; design; implementation; evaluation (testing & deployment; and maintenance)
and conclusion.
In the first step, the identification of the problem, the researcher identifies the problem and gathers
system requirements, analysis as input to the system which will be done by interview from the
users.
The second step is the suggestion phase where the researcher makes a tentative design and
performance prototype base on the identified problems. During this phase, the actual
conceptualizing of the solution is created, sets definite workflows and standards design and final
prototype and mockups used for the next steps.
The development phase is the third step where the researcher wrote the code and converting
design documentation into the actual software. It involves the coding and adding the additional
features in the system.
The fourth step is the implementation or evaluation phase where the proposed system will
be evaluated base on criteria that are always implicit and frequently made implicit in the awareness
of the problem phase. The developed system ensures to satisfy the needs of the users and an
evaluation tool will be given to the users to check its accuracy, reliability, security, functionality,
portability, usability, maintainability and efficiency.
After fully completing the previous steps including integration and implementation, the
last step was the conclusion phase where the result was reported and all feedbacks and suggestions
well-acknowledged.
Input-Process-Output Diagram
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The figure above represents the entities needed for the system to use at the same time, it shows the
transactions being taken in using the system.
First is the input, this part of the figure shows the data needed for the system to accommodate for
future transaction of the system. Second, is the process, the next figure shows the transaction/action
to be made by using the system and the third is the output, represent the output or reports to be
accomplish by using the system. Lastly, the arrow from the output to the input represent the
feedback, means if their error/s occur in using the system it will go back from the start.
Context Diagram
The figure above represents the data used both administration and user in order to use the system.
It shows the things that are inside and outside of the system being modeled and what its limitations.
Use Case Diagram

The figure above represents the interaction of the system between the administrator and the user.
It shows what are the functions and limitations in using the system by the administrator and user.
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Data Flow Diagram

The figure shows the process or the data flow of the system. The user page will ask to input the
LRN and Password. Once, it is already log in it will show the voting page ready for voting. The
vote of each user will automatically store in the student voting database. Once it is already cast
his/her vote it will show a page ready for log out and give a receipt that Your Vote is already
Casted! If the user also is administrator, it shows the different functions to be performed in using
the system
System Architecture

S
C
H
O
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The figure above shows the framework model and the architectural views, behavior and structure
of the system. The system needs smartphones of at least android 4.0 and desktop/laptop to use the
system. Each transaction/action needs internet connection and the page is in private connection to
have the security purposes. All the data of the learners must be input first in the registration site in
order to access the page and can have the privileged to vote. All votes will be transferred to the
web server and poll site server then stored in the database server into a data encryption.

Locale of the Study
This study was conducted at the Aparri East National High School located at Maura, Aparri,
Cagayan. The use and implementation of the system was the organization of the school which is
the Student Supreme Government (SSG).
Participants of the Study
Towards the analysis and design of the system until its development and testing, the following will
be the participants in the provision of assessment results, issues, problems and concerns in Student
Supreme Government (SSG) election at AENHS. In the foregoing table the distribution of those
who comprises the participants that will assess the system is being presented.
Table 1: Distribution of Participants
Participants
Faculty - Class
Adviser
Students (JHS
& SHS)
IT Experts
Total

N
40

%
42.55

44

46.81

10
94

10.64
100

The students in the above table refers to all elected Class Presidents from the 29 classes of Junior
High School and the 10 classes of the Senior High School. In addition, the 15 student council
officers of the AENHS SSG will be included as participants. No duplicate student-respondents
were included. Students herewith were also asked to voluntarily participate in the assessment.
The class advisers of both senior and junior high school also form part of the participants, to
include the SSG advisers. IT experts on the other hand were included in the assesssment of the
system on the different criteria set using the ISO 25010:2011.
Students that do not qualify in the above-mentioned shall not be part of the study. Also, the nonteaching personnel were included in the assessment of the system. Moreover, should the
participants in the table would like to withdraw his/her participation in the study, he/she will
excluded as participant, a replacement of which shall be decided. In this case, no participants were
replaced.
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Data Gathering Tools
The study made use of the following instruments in the collection of required and assessment data.
Interview Guide – The interview guide composed of series of questions aimed to obtain metadata
or specific information on the current processes, practices, issues and problems concerning the
conduct, management, and reporting of election related activities in the SSG of AENHS. The
interview guide attached at the appendices is composed of 10 items that were solicited through
interview from concerned participants.
Questionnaire – The assessment questionnaire used for assessing the extent of compliance of the
developed system to ISO 25010:2011 was adopted from the latter standard (International
Standards Organization, 2019). The tool has been used worldwide for assessing different
information systems and web systems and was reported to be reliable. The copy of the
questionnaire is attached at the appendices.
Documentary Analysis – The documents associated in the conduct of manual election, including
those that are needed from the registrar and the SSG were analyzed for the purpose of obtaining
the actual practices, processes involved, and the operating procedures in the management and
conduct of the SSG election at AENHS.
Data Gathering Procedure
The following steps were followed in the collection of the data.
Formal request through communications was made for the actual conduct of data collection. A
letter to the office of the principal was made with consent for the interview, document analysis and
collection of data thru questionnaire. It shall be noted by the graduate school adviser and dean.
The project objectives were presented, the purpose of the study and its benefits to the participants,
their consent via a form will be obtained as well as their noble participation of the study will be
presented.
Prior the development of the system, the participants were asked thru an interview guide of the
practices, issues and challenges in the conduct of the current system. Document analysis was made
to check the reports, formats, and guidelines imposed. Constant communications were done
between phases of the system development. This is to address the need to do the system, while
ultimately completing the modules of the system.
A beta and alpha test were conducted with the participation of the participants and IT experts.
Their comments and suggestions were needed to improve the system. These then were
incorporated.
After integrating all the modules and processes in one system in place, the system was subjected
for initial utilization. The participants were given a week to test the system for bugs and its features.
All comments and suggestions were incorporated again. Actual SSG elections took place during
the usage. This happened in March 2020 in time for the reorganization of the SSG in the school.
The assessment of the systems’ extent of compliance to ISO 25010 was made thru a validated
questionnaire.
Data were tabulated; analysis of these was made. The results were then be discussed and presented.
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All data herein collected were stored until such time it will be disposed when no longer needed for
the data presentation and the complete research is done. Copyright registration of the system will
be made to ensure protection of intellectual property.

Data Analysis
The data collected from the participants were tabulated, validated, and analyzed through
descriptive statistics. Frequency counts, percentages, and weighted mean accounted on the
assessment of the system using the following 5-point Likert scale:
Numerical
Inputs
5

Weighted Mean

4

3.41 – 4.20

To high extent / Very
Good

3

2.61 – 3.40

To moderate extent /
Good

2

1.81 – 2.60

To least extent / Fair

1

1.00 – 1.80

To very least extent /
Poor

4.21 – 5.00

Verbal
Interpretation
To the highest extent /
Excellent

To determine the significant relationship between the assessments among the participants, the ttest was used.
Results and Discussion
This chapter discusses the result of the survey questionnaire responded by end users, faculty and
IT experts. The purpose of this study is provided for the researcher. The research present by surveys
in order to define if the questionnaire process shows an important role in the respondents of the
school.
Current practices, processes involved and challenges in the conduct of student organization
election at the Aparri East National High School in terms of:
a. Filling and posting of Candidates
The current practices and process of filing and posting of candidates is a tedious one. All
candidates will fill-out forms until the final list is posted. The Comelec officials will manually
write the list of candidates and post the same in conspicous spaces. The listing posted is normally
tarnished from the bulletin boards or vandalized by students. The final list of candidates are
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reproduced manually, causing many sheets of paper to be distrubuted in classes when general
elections come.
b. Casting of Votes and Counting
Ballot boxes are prepared per class. The listing of candidates are either written in the black board
or in manila paper so that each class will be able to choose their choice. A voter needs to sign a
monitoring sheet before s/he gets an official ballot. The voter needs to write the name of the
candidate in each position. At some point, official ballots are tarnished or written with wrong
entries. The ballot is folded and stored in a ballot box until all voters in the class casted their ballots.
At a designated time, the class in-charge will initiate the counting of the votes. Until the last ballot,
each casted vote will be announced one by one.
Management of Election Returns and Ballot Boxes
The election results from each class are then transmitted to the central comelec. The ballot boxes
which holds the ballots casted and unused ballots is officially turned over to the comelec chair.
These ballot boxes are either sealed with masking tape, worst not sealed at all.
Ensuring Safety and Storage
The safety is the ballots and the casted votes is normally a challenge to comelec and the student
organization. Some ballots are not sealed hence, parties or students or anybody could get access to
it.
Inefficiency in the process surfaces.
Timeliness and Efficiency
The process of voting and result of votes is a struggle to the voters and student organization. It
takes of effort and time to conduct the manual voting. The voters in each will give much time just
to vote and the candidates will wait additional time to get the result of votes. It proves that it is
inefficient in conducting the manual.
The proposed system developed to ease the problems and challenges in the conduct of student
organization election, as well as its features.
The developed system, Online Voting System, has been designed, developed and tested after going
through the software development cycles.
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Key features

Figure 1. Log In Page
The Figure 1 shows the Log in page of Voters and Administrator. For the Voters’ Page It is where
the learner enters the LRN as the username and access code as the password. While Administrator
Page it is where the Admin or in-charge to facilitate and monitor the voting process.
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Figure 2. Home Page
The Figure 2 shows the home page of the Voter; it is where the learner can cast his/her votes in the
different position. The orange rectangle button showing the different position indicates that it is
now ready to accept vote.
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Figure 3. Voters Page
The figure 3 shows the voters page where the learner can click/tap the position and
will show the candidates’ photo and information respectively. Then it will show the Confirm Vote
button to cast his/her vote finally in the position.

Figure 4. Ballot Page
In figure 4, it shows the ballot page of the voters where it is the official ballot of the voter and can
see his/her casted votes in the different position.
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Figure 5. Admin Home Page
In figure 5 shows the home page of the administrators who will facilitate and monitor the voting
process. It has the full authority of the page and can access database of each candidates and learners
in the election. There are 5 links in the page namely Home; Candidates Master list; Learners Master
list; Online Users and Official Tally.

Figure 6. Admin Candidates Masterlist Page
The figure 6 shows the admin candidates master list page where It is a page that can add the
information/data of the candidates running to the different position. It requires you to add the photo
of the candidate in each position.
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Figure 7. Admin Learners Masterlist Page
In figure 7 it shows the page of the learners where can see the LRN and access code to use
in the voting process. It is also where you can see the status of the learners who voted in the
different position or not. The access code is automatically given to the learner before entering to
the site or voting process.

Figure 8. Online User Page
The figure 8 shows the online users in admin page. It is a page where you can the
status of the learners who casted their votes online using the smartphone/tablets and laptop.
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Figure 9. Official Tally Page
In figure 9 shows the official tally page where you can see the official tally
of the different candidates in the different position. It is where you can see the total cast of votes
in each position and summary of votes and not voted.
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Figure 10. Report Page
The figure 10 shows the report to be printed out if the voting process is done. This
is the official printed result of the votes.
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DATABASE DESIGN
Figure 11. Database Design
In figure 11, it shows the database design of the OVS. It indicates the different database that
was used in developing the system.

Assessments of the Evaluators on the Developed Voting System for Aparri East
National High School Supreme Student Government
Accuracy
Table 1 shows the assessments of evaluators on the developed voting system for
Aparri East National High School Supreme Student Government in terms of its accuracy.
The table reveals that the system captured the exact result of votes (4.80); the system
presented the correct list of voters and precinct (4.74) and the system provides counted votes
without error encountered (4.74). The overall weighted mean of 4.76 with a descriptive value
of excellent indicates that the system provides accuracy. This finding implies that the system
is able to deliver its accuracy.
Table 1. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms of its
accuracy
Faculty
Students
IT Experts
Overall
Indicators
(Accuracy)
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
The developed
voting
system
presents
the
correct list of
voters
and
precinct.
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E

The developed
voting
system
provides counted
votes
without
error
encountered.
4.60
E
4.86
E
4.80
E
Overall
4.65
E
4.87
E
4.73
E
Weighted Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >> Excellent
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
(E)
3.40-4.19 >> Very
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >> Good (G)

4.80

E

4.74

E

4.76

E

Reliability
Presented in table 2 is the assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for
AENHS-SSG in terms of its reliability. Data shows that the three reliability criterions were rated by the
evaluators as excellent with their respective means of 4.68 for showing good election procedure; gives
valuable result (4.73) and the system requires simple effort (4.74). The overall weighted mean for the
evaluators of 4.72 with the descriptive value of excellent indicates that the system on voting system is
reliable.
Table 2. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms of its
reliability
Faculty
Students
IT Experts
Overall
Indicators
(Reliability)
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
The
developed
voting
system
shows the good
election
procedure.

4.68

E

4.61

E

5.00

E

4.68

E

The
developed
voting
system
gives
valuable
result

4.58

E

4.82

E

5.00

E

4.73

E
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The
developed
voting
system
requires simple
effort.
4.60
E
4.82
E
5.00
Overall
4.62
E
4.75
E
5.00
Weighted Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >> Excellent
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
(E)
3.40-4.19 >> Very
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >> Good (G)

E

4.74

E

E

4.72

E

Security
Apparent in table 3 is the assessment of evaluators on the developed voting system for
AENHS-SSG in terms of its security. The table reveals that the system prevents double voting or
flying voters (4.67); the administrators take control throughout the entire election (4.81) and
secures the information of each candidate (4.86). This finding means that the overall security
mean of 4.78 complies to an excellent to security standards.
Table 3. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms
of its security
Faculty
Students
IT Experts
Overall
Indicators
D
(Security)
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
WM
DV
V
The
administrators
take
control
throughout the
entire election.

4.70

E

4.89

E

4.90

E

4.81

E

The developed
voting system
prevents double
voting or flying
voters.

4.58

E

4.73

E

4.80

E

4.67

E

It secures the
information of
each candidate.

4.73

E

4.95

E

5.00

E

4.86

E
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Overall
Weighted
4.67
E
4.86
E
4.90
Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >> Excellent
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
(E)
3.40-4.19 >> Very
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >> Good (G)

E

4.78

E

Functionality
The assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms
of its functionality is presented in table 4. Data reveals that the developed voting system performs
well without any errors/problems encountered (4.62); the button/s or icons and networks of the
system perform well (4.59); and if errors occur, the system will display errors committed by the
user (4.57). This finding means that the overall functionality of 4.59 complies to an excellent
standard being functional.
Table 4. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms of
its functionality
Faculty
Students
IT Experts
Overall
Indicators
W
(Functionality) WM
DV
WM
DV
DV WM
DV
M
The developed voting
system performs well
without
any
errors/problems
encountered.

4.40

E

4.75

All the button/s or
icons and networks
perform well.

4.40

E

4.40
4.40

If errors occur, the
system will display
errors committed by
the user.
Overall
Weighted
Mean
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E
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E

4.59

E

E
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E

E

4.57

E

E

4.71

E

E

4.59
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Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >> Excellent
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
(E)
3.40-4.19 >> Very
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >> Good (G)

Portability
Table 5 presents the assessment of evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHSSSG in terms of its portability. The table reveals that the system complies to an excellent and shows
that the system is easy to use (4.76); and easy to install (4.69).
Table 5. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms of
its portability
Faculty
Students
IT Experts
Overall
Indicators
(Portability)
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
The
developed
system
is
easy to use.

4.83

E

4.66

E

4.90

E

The
developed
system
is
easy
to
install.
4.65
E
4.70
E
4.80
E
Overall
Weighted
4.74
E
4.68
E
4.85
E
Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >> Excellent
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
(E)
3.40-4.19 >> Very
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >> Good (G)

4.76

E

4.69

E

4.72

E

Usability
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Evident in Table 6 is the assessment of evaluators on the developed voting system for
AENHS-SSG in terms of its usability. The table shows that the three indicators (the system is
easy to operate and control (4.78); facilitates the user’s retrieval and data entry (4.77) and easy to
understand the concept and application (4.80) with a descriptive value as excellent reveals that
the system is usable.
Table 6. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms
of its usability
Faculty
Students
IT Experts
Overall
Indicators
(Usability)
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
The developed
voting system
is
easy to
operate
and
control.

4.73

E

4.77

E

5.00

E

4.78

E

The
system
facilitates the
user’s retrieval
and data entry.

4.68

E

4.82

E

4.90

E

4.77

E

The
system
easy
to
understand the
concept
and
application.

4.73

E

4.86

E

4.80

E

4.80

4
.
7
1

Overall
Weighted
Mean

4
.
8
2

E

4
.
9
0

E

E

E
4
.
7
8

Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >> Excellent
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
(E)
3.40-4.19 >> Very
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >> Good (G)

Maintainability
Table 7 presents the assessment of evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHSSSG in terms of its maintainability. The table reveals that the system can find errors (4.73) and
has a great risk when changes are made (4.71). This finding means that the system can be easily
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maintained as reckoned by its overall weighted mean of 4.72. This implies that the system can be
repaired or enhanced.
Table 7. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms
of its maintainability
IT
Faculty
Students
Overall
Indicators
Experts
(Maintainability)
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
WM
DV
The system can
find errors easily
when it occurs.

4.68

E

4.75

E

The system has a
great risk when
changes are made.
4.70
E
4.70
E
Overall
4.69
E
4.73
E
Weighted Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >>
1.80-2.59 >>
Excellent (E)
Fair (F)
3.40-4.19 >>
1.00-1.79>>
Very good (VG)
Poor (P)
2.60-3.39 >>
Good (G)

4.90

E

4.73

E

4.80

E

4.71

E

4.85

E

4.72

E

Efficiency
The assessment of evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms of
its efficiency is presented in table 8. The data reveals that the system provides efficient pre-voting
step by step process (4.79); provides convenience in voting by selecting the chosen candidates
(4.78); and minimal manpower in vote counting (4.80) with descriptive value of excellent. This
implies that the system complies in terms of its efficiency features.
Table 8. Assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHS-SSG in terms
of its efficiency

Indicators
(Efficiency)

The system
provides
ISSN: 2782-9111
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s

Faculty

IT Experts

Overall

W
M

D
V

WM

D
V

WM

D
V

W
M

D
V

4.73

E
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E

4.90

E
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efficient
pre-voting
step by step
process.
The system
provides
convenienc
e in voting
by selecting
the chosen
candidates.

4.85

E

4.68

E

4.90

Minimal
manpower
is necessary
in
vote
counting.
4.83
E
4.75
E
4.90
Overall
Weighted
4.80
E
4.75
E4.90
Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >>
1.80-2.59 >> Fair (F)
Excellent (E)
3.40-4.19 >>
1.00-1.79>> Poor (P)
Very good (VG)
2.60-3.39 >>
Good (G)

E

4.7
8

E

E

4.8
0

E

E

4.7
9

E

Summary
The summary of assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHSSSG is presented in table 9. As revealed, all standards set by ISO 25010 were complied to
excellent recording a total weighted mean both faculty, students and IT experts 4.74. Security
standards of which gained as the highest mean of (4.80); efficiency (4.79); usability (4.78);
accuracy (4.76); reliability (4.72); maintainability (4.72); portability (4.72) and functionality
(4.59). The finding indicates that the top three strength of the developed voting system are its
security, efficiency and usability.
According to Kohno et al., 2004 in order to have a good voting system it must have security,
efficiency and user friendliness of the system. Emphasizing the transparent, security and veracity
of the votes using the voting system. Lastly, it should be efficiency and user friendly of the system,
this mean that it should be easily comprehensible and usable by the entire voting.
Table 9. Summary of assessment of the evaluators on the developed voting system for AENHSSSG
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IT Experts

Overall

WM

DV

WM

DV

WM

DV

WM

DV

Accuracy

4.65

E

4.87

E

4.73

E

4.76

E

Reliability

4.62

E

4.75

E

5.00

E

4.72

E

Security

4.67

E

4.86

E

4.90

E

4.80

E

4.40

E

4.71

E

4.83

E

4.59

E

4.74

E

4.68

E

4.85

E

4.72

E

4.71

E

4.82

E

4.90

E

4.78

E

4.69

E

4.73

E

4.85

E

4.72

E

4.80

E

4.75

E

4.90

E

4.79

E

E

4.74

E

Functionality
Portability
Usability
Maintainability
Efficiency

Overall
Weighted
4.66
E
4.77
E
4.87
Mean
Legend:
WM – Weighted Mean; DV – Descriptive Value
4.20-5.00 >>
1.80-2.59 >>
Excellent (E)
Fair (F)
3.40-4.19 >>
1.00-1.79>>
Very good (VG)
Poor (P)
2.60-3.39 >>
Good (G)

Comparison of the Assessments of the Evaluators on the Proposed Voting System for Aparri
East National High School Supreme Student Government
Difference on Accuracy
Table 10 disclosed the comparison on the assessments made by the groups of evaluators
relating to accuracy. As seen, there exist a significant difference between and within groups,
particularly students as against faculty members. Post-hoc analysis using LSD revealed the mean
difference revealing 0.221 significance.
Table 10. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its accuracy
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Sources of
Variation
Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
1.036

2

DMean
fSquare
0.518

Within Groups

8.450

91

0.093

Total

9.486

93

|

Fvalue
5.577

January to June 2019

Prob.
0.005

Statistical
Inference
Significant

Post-hoc Analysis using LSD
Group

Mean

S.D.

Students
IT Experts

4.87
4.73

0.22
0.26

Mean Differences
Students
IT Experts
0.138
-

Faculty
4.65
0.38
0.221*
Cells with asterisks (*) and in boldfaced fonts are significantly different
Tested at 0.05 level of significance

0.084

Difference on Reliability
In terms of reliability, table 11 presents the comparison on the assessments made by the
groups of evaluators. With Post-hoc analysis results of 0.383, there exist a significant difference
between and within groups, particularly IT experts as against faculty members. The results is
associated to the level of technical experiences between groups on handling web projects as
compared to teachers.
Table 11. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its reliability
Sources of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Fvalue

Prob.

Statistical
Inference

Between Groups

1.249

2

0.624

4.767

0.011

Significant

Within Groups

11.920

91

0.131

Total

13.169

93
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Post-hoc Analysis using LSD
Group

Mean

S.D.

IT Experts
Students

5.00
4.75

0.32

Mean Differences
IT Experts
Students
0.249
-

Faculty
4.62
0.44
0.134
0.383*
Cells with asterisks (*) and in boldfaced fonts are significantly
different
Tested at 0.05 level of significance

Difference on Security
Table 12 presents the comparison on the assessments made by the groups of evaluators
relating to security. As presented, there exist a significant difference between and within groups,
particularly faculty members as against IT experts and students. Post-hoc analysis using LSD
values 0.2333 and 0.190 respectively revealed the significant differences. In the previous tables,
compliance to security standard have been rated excellent, though significant difference has been
revealed in this study.
Table 12. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its security
P
Statistic
r
Sources of
Sum of
Mean
al
df
F-value o
Variation
Squares
Square
Inferen
b
ce
.
0.
0
Signific
Between Groups
0.914
2
0.457
4.218
1
ant
8
Within Groups
9.863
91
0.108
Total

10.777

93

Post-hoc Analysis using LSD
Group

Mean

S.D.

IT Experts
Students

4.90
4.86

0.23
0.21

Mean Differences
IT Experts
Students
0.043
-

Faculty
4.67
0.44
0.233*
Cells with asterisks (*) and in boldfaced fonts are significantly different
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Tested at 0.05 level of significance

Difference on Functionality
In terms of functionality, table 13 presents the comparison on the assessments made by the
group of evaluators. With Post-hoc analysis results of 0.435, there exist a significance difference
between and within groups, particularly IT experts as against faculty members.
Table 13. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its functionality
Sources of
Sum of
dMean
Statistical
F-value Prob.
Variation
Squares
fSquare
Inference
Between Groups

2.698

Within Groups

16.056

Total

18.755

1.349 2
9
0.176
1
9
3

7.646

0.001

Significant

Post-hoc Analysis using LSD
Mean Differences
Stude
IT Experts
nts
IT Experts
4.84
0.17
Students
4.71
0.30
0.123
0.312
Faculty
4.40
0.55
0.435*
*
Cells with asterisks (*) and in boldfaced fonts are significantly different
Tested at 0.05 level of significance
Group

Mean

S.D.

Difference on Portability
Table 14 disclosed the comparison on the assessments made by the group of evaluators
relating to portability. As seen, there is no significant difference between and within groups. The
results show that there is convenience and manageability to use between and within the groups.

Table 14. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its portability
Sources of
Sum of
Mean
Statistical
df
F-value Prob.
Variation
Squares
Square
Inference
Not
Between Groups
0.244
2
0.122
0.790
0.457
Significant
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14.064

91

Total

14.309
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0.155

Tested at 0.05 level of significance

Difference on Usability
In terms of usability, table 15 presents the comparison on the assessments made by the
groups of evaluators. As seen, there is no significant difference between and within the groups.
The results show that the developed system is a user-friendly to use between and within groups.

Table 15. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
proposed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its usability
Sources of

Sum of

Mean
df

Variation

Squares

Square

Between Groups

0.411

2

0.206

Within Groups

10.155

91

0.112

Total

10.566

93

Fvalue

Prob.

Statistical
Inference

1.843

0.164

Not
Significant

Difference on Maintainability
Table 16 presents the comparison on the assessments made by the evaluators relating to its
maintainability. There is no significant difference between and within groups. The results show
that the system can be repaired or enhanced between and within groups.
Table 16. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its maintainability
Sources of
Variation
Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
0.212

2

Mean
Square
0.106

Within Groups

13.596

91

0.149

Total

13.809

93

df

F-value Prob.
0.711

0.494

Statistical
Inference
Not Significant

Tested at 0.05 level of significance
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Difference on Efficiency
Table 17 revealed the comparison on the assessments made by the group of evaluators
relating to efficiency. As seen, there is no significant difference between and within groups. This
implies that the system complies its efficiency features ready to use between and within groups.
Table 17. Results of the comparison test between the assessments of the evaluators on the
developed voting system for AENHS-SSG on its efficiency
Sources of
Variation
Between
Groups
Within Groups

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F-value Prob.

Statistical
Inference

0.196

2

0.098

1.051

Not Significant

8.474

91

0.093

Total

8.669

93

0.354

Tested at 0.05 level of significance

The study hypothesized that there is significant difference in terms of accuracy, reliability,
security and functionality between the assessments of the evaluators on the developed voting
system. This finding means that the developed system needs to monitor and check the accuracy,
level of experiences handles, security and functionality of the system. It should be monitored and
checked by the teacher-in-charge in using developed system.
According to (Pan Pacific University North Philippines) the studies show there are lots of
advantages through the use of online voting system. It is faster and convenient to use and higher
security to lessens human error and produce accurate election results.
Thus, there is no significant difference also in terms of portability, usability, maintainability and
efficiency. As the table reveals that there is no significant difference on the assessment based on
the criterion of ISO 25010. This finding means that the developed system is user friendly and
ready to use in the election for the Student Supreme Government.
Proposed improvements or additional features:
The developed system should be an interactive site that have an online video tutorial of the voting
process. This will help the voters for who are not familiar enough on the environment of the
online voting system.
The OVS must include additional feature especially on the profile of the learner/voter. It should
be one website of the school that covers profiling and voting system.
Stable internet connection must apply in using the OVS because some of the voters got glitch in
their votes especially in loading
Conclusion
The Online Voting system complied to a very high extent on the ISO standards. The system is a
potential technological tool in voting instead of using the manual voting. It shows that has a great
impact to the learners and teachers in terms of voting, data collection and data monitoring during
election and therefore a contributing technology to the school.
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Recommendations
Based on the findings, the following recommendations are drawn:
The system should be continually implemented and eradicate the manual voting system in the
school.
The different systems in the school that relates to students including the voting system may be
made available in one working website for holistic usage.
The system should have firewall in place and port scanning mitigation with updated Webserver
Applications and Dependencies, Web Threat protection, and SSL Implementation among others
to secure the system and data in it.
For the future researchers and programmers, it is recommended that converting the coding
structures into more advanced web programming to have more advanced web based site.
The system should be updated from time to time for better performance, security of data and meet the
standards of the Student Supreme Government of the school.
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ABSTRACT
Geographic Information System with Decision Support System is the most important resources
that has to kept and updated from time to time as basis for decision support – making purposes.
The Geographic Information System with Decision Support System aimed at developing and
implementing a systematize process to manage municipal demographics, land use, and
employment data. Descriptive developmental design was utilized involving the use of a 5-point
Likert scale survey-questionnaire to assess the system based on ISO 25010:2011 software quality
characteristics. Key features include a dynamic way to present population, population growth,
sexes, employment status both male and female as well as ethnicity, religion affiliation and tourist
spots. Assessed by the 11 IT experts and 20 LGU employees, the outstanding overall assessment
of the system is attributed to the features that were needed by the agency. It is concluded that the
system was functional, performing in conformance to specification. Hence, the developers
recommended to fully adopt the system as it will yield general benefit to the LGU Camalaniugan.
KEYWORDS
Decision Support System (DSS), Geographic Information System (GIS), Analytics and ISO
25010: 2011 software quality characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a known tool that allows geographers and
analysts to visualize data in several different ways in order to see patterns and relationships in a
given area or subject. These patterns generally appear on maps but they can also be found on globes
or in reports and charts. This helps us visualize, question, analyze, and interpret data to understand
relationships, patterns, and trends.
A GIS makes use of geographical and attribute data. Attribute data, addresses, populations,
etc., is associated with geographical data. Geographical data may be represented as points, lines or
polygons. GIS allow the users to view geographical data and is an important part of the GIS. GIS
consist of a menu bar, toolbar, a map view and legend .vector and raster data are geographical data
used in GIS. While there are many definitions of a Decision Support System (DSS), there is general
agreement that these systems focus on decisions and on supporting rather than replacing the user's
decision making process. There is also a general consensus in the definitions of DSS that both
database and model component are usually required to fully support decisions. In the period since
DSS came to prominence there has been considerable growth in the importance of geographic
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information systems (GIS). This growth in GIS reflects the decreased cost of the required
technology and the increasing availability of appropriate spatial data. Recent improvements in
mainstream computer technologies facilitate this spread of the use of spatial data.
As the world is becoming more progressive, access to information must also be maximized
thru automated processes. Across the world, efforts have been made and are being made in order
to open the doors of accessing information in an easy manner. The researchers came up on this
study to help widen the doors, as they have seen the manual process of providing information of
the LGU Camalaniugan to its netizen. Knowing that IT people help innovate things or making
things paperless as much as possible.
Hence, the developers decided to work on the design, development and implementation of
GIS with DSS which hopes to serve as a practical IT solution for the LGU of Camalaniugan.
Specifically, this Capstone project aims to provide answers to the following:
1. What is the assessment of the employees of LGU Camalaniugan on the current
system in terms of providing statistical reports on its residents?
2. What problems have been encountered in providing data by the employees of LGU
Camalaniugan and its residents?
3. What system can be developed to address the problems, issues and concerns
regarding the current system?
4. What is the extent of efficiency of the proposed Geographic Information SystemBased Demographic
Mapping of Camalaniugan with Decision Support System in terms of:
4.1 Functional suitability?
4.2 Performance efficiency?
4.3 Compatibility?
4.4 Usability?
4.5 Reliability?
4.6 Security?
4.7 Maintainability?
4.8 Portability?
METHODOLOGY
The study will be using descriptive method of research. The data will be gathered with the
use of survey questionnaire to describe the assessment of the respondents regarding the existing
system and the proposed Geographic Information System-Based Demographic Mapping of
Camalaniugan with Decision Support System. The researchers will employ the Design Science
Research (DSR).
The researchers will analyse the requirements based on the identified problems and the
derived objective. They will then create the design of the desired interface and system functionality
which involves modelling and flowcharting. The design to be created should have features which
involve programming or coding and preliminary testing for deployment.
The participants of the study consisted of the LGU employees of Camalaniugan chosen at
random as well as IT experts from CSU Aparri. The participants composed of the following:
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%

20

64.52
%
IT Expert
11
35.48
%
Total
31
100

The data gathering instrument includes interview, survey, observation, internet surfing, and
questionnaires. The ISO 25010:2011 software quality standards has formed part of the surveyquestionnaire to assessing the system
With consent and approval from the Office of the LCE of Camalaniugan, a survey
questionnaire was used to determine the problems encountered regarding the existing information
system. With permission, an interview with the participants for the enhancement of the said system
was conducted.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The System has the following features.

Figure 1. Admin Dashboard
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Admin Dashboard – In this figure, where you can see the map of Camalaniugan, Admin Panel and
Linkages. The map on the figure is a hover state map where you can click one of the boundaries
and there will a modal pop-up showing a basic info/data of it.

Figure 2. Admin Demographics
Admin Demographics – One of the key features of the developed system is the provision of charts
and analytics to support decision making process of the Local Government Unit of Camalaniugan.
The data or sets of information are dynamically updated which form part of the analytics report.
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Figure 3. Users Site/Homepage
Users Site/Homepage – The user’s homepage allows the users to navigate the featured items
accessible to the organization users.
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Figure 4. Admin Tourist Spot
Tourist Spot – As a repository of data about Camalaniugan, the system also conveys data and
information about the history and tourism in the municipality, thereby promoting the town.

Figure 5. Admin Data List View with Print Content
-Data List View with Print Content – Reports of the system also support decision making for the
local officials. Demographic data about the population, agriculture, commerce, and industries form
part of report.
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Figure 6. Users’ Site Demographics
Users’ Site Demographics – this allows the user to view the data statistically in fashion. This
includes population growth, employment status, agricultural land use, and production data thru
graphical representation.

IT Experts
Kindly assess the
system
with
the
following standard.

Users (LGU Staff)

W.
Mean

Descripti
ve Value

W.
Mean

Descrip
tive
Value

Functional
completeness

4.20

VS

4.80

O

Functional
correctness

3.98

4.80

O

Functional
appropriateness

4.00

VS

4.70

O

Time behavior

3.81

VS

4.20

VS

Resource utilization

3.90

VS

4.30

O

Capacity

4.20

VS

4.50

O

Functional
suitability

VS

Performance
efficiency

Compatibility
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Co-existence

4.10

VS

4.60

O

Interoperability

4.00

VS

4.40

O

Appropriateness
recognizability

4.20

VS

4.60

O

Learnability

4.20

VS

4.50

O

Operability

3.90

VS

4.50

O

User error protection

4.50

O

4.70

O

User
aesthetics

4.20

VS

4.40

O

Usability

interface

Accessibility

3.80

VS

4.60

O

Reliability
Maturity

4.10

VS

4.60

O

Availability

4.00

VS

4.60

O

Fault tolerance

3.90

VS

4.50

O

Recoverability

4.20

VS

4.60

O
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Figure 7. Contact Us Page
Contact Us Page – This form serves as avenue to obtaining feedbacks, suggestion and comments
for the improvement of the delivery of services associated with the use of the system.
Security
Confidentiality

3.91

VS

4.58

O

Integrity

3.55

VS

4.19

VS

Non-repudiation

3.82

VS

4.17

VS

Accountability

4.10

VS

4.45

O

Authenticity

4.12

VS

4.62

O

Modularity

4.24

O

4.63

O

Reusability

3.96

VS

4.46

O

Analyzability

4.00

VS

4.33

O

Modifiability

4.16

VS

4.30

O

Testability

4.58

O

4.76

O

Adaptability

4.63

O

4.70

O

Installability

4.52

O

4.67

O

4.21

O

Maintainability

Portability

Replaceability
3.94
VS
Table 1. Assessment of the System using ISO 25010: 2011 SQS

The assessment of the developed System as presented in the table above indicates almost the same
results among the users and IT experts. The system provides Functional completeness, Functional
correctness and Functional appropriateness. The users and experts moderately agree 4.42 with the
user-friendliness of the developed system.
With Performance functionality, both respondents strongly agree 4.15 with the system.
With an overall weighted mean of 4.28, both respondents strongly agree that the system is coexisted and compatible. On the usability, respondents agreed 4.34 on the system’s Appropriateness
recognizability, Learnability, Operability, User error protection, User interface aesthetics and
Accessibility.
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In terms of reliability, respondents strongly agreed 4.32 that the system is matured,
available, fault tolerated and recoverable. The security of the system found strongly agree 4.15
considering the system’s Confidentiality, Integrity, Non-repudiation, Accountability and
Authenticity. As indicated on the system’s maintainability, respondents agreed 4.35 that the system
is modulated, reusable, analysable, modifiable and testable. With the portability, respondents
agreed 4.46 on the system’s adaptability, installability and replaceability.
Table 2. Summary of Assessment
IT Experts
Indicator
Functionality
suitability
Performance
efficiency
Compatibility
Usability
Reliability
Security
Maintainability
Portability
Grand Mean

Users (LGU Staff)

Overall

W.
Mean

Adj.
Value

W.
Mean

Adj.
Value

W.
Mean

Adj.
Value

4.06

VS

4.77

O

4.42

O

3.97

VS

4.33

O

4.15

VS

4.05
4.13
4.05
3.90
4.19
4.36
4.09

VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
O
VS

4.50
4.55
4.58
4.40
4.50
4.53
4.52

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

4.28
4.34
4.32
4.15
4.35
4.46
4.31

O
O
O
VS
O
O
O

The overall assessment of the system of both the IT experts and users on the developed system
was 4.31. as indicated on the table above, it’s Functional suitability with 4.42, Performance
efficiency with 4.15, Compatibility with 4.28, Usability with 4.34, Reliability with 4.32, Security
with 4.15, Maintainability with 4.35 and Portability with 4.46 respectively.
CONCLUSION
Based on the findings, there were issues along dissemination and management of information in
the LGU Camalaniugan involving demographics, land use, and employment data. The
development and utilization of the Geographical Information System with Decision Support
System will eventually useful and efficient based on the evaluation. An outstanding evaluation of
the system by the users and a very satisfactory remark from the experts, indeed, provided a clearcut feasibility and usefulness of the system for the LGU Camalaniugan.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings, the Local Government Unit of Camalaniugan has been logging behind a
way to automate or disseminate information in an easier manner. Hence, considering the results of
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the assessment made, the researchers recommend to fully integrate into the current system
operations a Geographic Information System of Local Government Unit of Camalaniugan with
Decision Support System to help the locality or its residents to making the information available
online and automated to make things easier and efficient. Moreover, barangay disaggregated data
should be included based on the recommendation of IT Experts.
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ABSTRACT
Through data mining and analysis, this paper examined the extent of scholarship grants or
financial assistance sourced for and utilized by the students of Cagayan State University at Aparri
towards the completion of a 4-year degree on-time. The 9801 scholars’ data derived thru
documentary analysis from concerned offices for the school year 2011-2012 to 2017-2018 were
described, analyzed, and reported in this study. Limiting to government-sourced scholarship
grants, 4812 student records afforded with merit and non-merit government grants and are
expected to have graduated in 2012 thru 2017 were covered in the study. Using RapidMiner
Solution, basic profile were described, graphical decision trees generated results, and correlation
matrix provided test of relationship. Findings revealed that most of the government grantees
were from business and accounting courses with the least from in the industrial technology
program. More than 70 percent were non-merit scholars, majority of which are CHED-financed
amounting to P11.6 million. Merit and non-merit government scholarship grants invested and
capitalized to Cagayan State University students aided and helped scholarship grantees and their
families to complete their 4-year program of study. Academic performances of the students
contributed well to achieving either merit or non-merit scholarship grants by the Philippine
government. Investing for the future of students, government agencies and other stakeholders
concerned must intensify programs to continually provide access to education and completion
of a degree on-time. Academic institutions like Cagayan State University must hasten academic
preparation of the students advancing the needs of the countryside by ensuring quality education
to scholars who are soon professionals that gives back to the government the benefit of being a
government scholar.
KEYWORDS
Scholarships, data mining, general point average, data, knowledge
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INTRODUCTION
Education is the best investment for the future (Official Gazette GOVPH, n.d.). The Commission
on Higher Education (CHED), in its mandate to promote quality higher education, has made
available scholarship grants and programs to students who excel in their academic. Grants and
scholarships are often called “gift aid” because they are free money – financial aid that doesn’t
have to be repaid (Federal Student Aid, n.d.). Grants and scholarships can come from the
government, the university, or a private or non-profit organization. The Education for All 2015,
the abolishment of the Philippine Development Assistance Fund during the Aquino’s Tuwid na
Daan period, and the approval of the Free Tuition Act 2017 has paved the way to Filipino
families to continuously fulfill the academic dreams of the millions of the poor but deserving
students to enter into the portals of Philippine universities and realized a greener pasture for their
families, communities, and the Philippines in general.

The advent of technological revolution has not only influenced the market economy, but has
also stimulated the quality of education offered in both public and private educational
institutions. (Sahatcui, 2016). In order to promote the use of technology among younger
generations, local and national organizations, including the Philippine government, have
invested a vast amount of money to foster the academic development of young undergraduate
students. Although theory suggests that scholarships allow students to focus more on their
studies, there are no significant differences in the level of employment among these two groups:
55% of scholarship beneficiaries have acknowledged that they are currently employed compared
to 54% of non-beneficiaries. However, Marques (2015) reported the differences are exhibited
through the leadership positions that they have acquired. Scholarship beneficiaries have reported
higher job positions among different sectors of the economy. Some scholarship beneficiaries
have resulted to be subject to moral hazard, as they have decided to pursue their careers while a
third party, in this case IPKO Foundation, bears the cost of their studies.
Scholarships also contribute to student success by allowing for more financial flexibility in
terms of the need for a student to hold a job throughout college. This necessity can impede a
student's success because jobs require time and energy spent away from schoolwork and other
academic responsibilities. In addition, the extra time spent working a part-time job reduces time
that could be spent taking advantage of the vast amount of experiential learning opportunities
that colleges and universities offer, such as RSO (registered student organization) involvement,
volunteering, internships and student-leadership positions (Giva, 2015). In this same vein,
philanthropic scholarships can have a "pay-it-forward" effect in terms of encouraging students
to either begin engaging in altruistic/philanthropic work in order to give them a stronger
background for a scholarship application process, or continue their work in such initiatives in
order to maintain eligibility for receiving scholarships. Merit-based scholarships often require
that students enroll in a certain number of hours and maintain certain grade-point averages. These
requirements make receiving financial aid an active, rather than passive process that gives
students an incentive to perform academically and work consistently toward completing their
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degree within four years. As a result, the faster a student finishes their degree, the lower the cost
of that degree.
An important thing to note is that scholarships alone do not ensure success in college.
Scholarships often do not cover the full cost of tuition and fees, even when a student is able to
accrue multiple forms of public and private aid (IPKO Foundation, 2015). Depending on a
student's financial and educational background, they may need other forms of support to succeed
in college. These other forms of support may manifest themselves in programs geared toward
supporting students from underserved schools, or first-generation college students with benefits
such as offering smaller class sizes for certain general education courses that may otherwise have
hundreds of students in one section, and therefore little individual support. Other forms of
support include childcare provision or special tutoring services.
Overall, scholarships play an important role in making college more accessible and affordable,
and paving the way for students to be successful in both their pursuit and completion of their
degree. When students can successfully earn their degrees, and the process is not burdensome or
postponed, our greater society and economy are benefited (UH Foundation, 2015). When young
adults are able to focus their energy and means on their careers and serving the greater good,
rather than paying off loans or having to re-enroll in school after dropping out for financial
reasons, we have a happier, healthier and more efficient working public. State universities and
colleges in the Philippines enjoys financial assistances or scholarship grants that students strives
to attain just to sustain College education. The mere fact that public or government universities
and colleges offer low to zero tuition fees, students tend not to complete college education due
to lack of additional financial assistance borne supposedly by their families’ meager income on
top of other school fees and needs.
Hence, to this end, the Cagayan State University was the first university in the Philippines to
offer zero tuition fee scheme to almost a booming 39,000 students across the breadth and depth
of Cagayan, so that even students from nearby regions like the Cordillera Administrative Region
and the Ilocos region were made to enroll in the University since 2008. The University has still
provided various university-based scholarships and widened merit and non-merit government as
well as private scholarships despite its zero tuition fee scheme. From these, enrolment rate
tremendously increased gaining its title as the biggest University in the north due to its
population.
Investing in the future of the Cagayano students through various scholarship grants and
financial assistances is undoubtedly a real deal to students and families of meager income
seeking refuge in life by completing a College degree. Hence, this paper explores the role of
government scholarship grants dealing with only the merit and non-merit government
scholarship grants offered to Cagayan State University at Aparri students during the school years
2011-2012 until 2017-2018. This paper further predicts whether such grants ably assisted indeed
the student to complete on time a College degree.
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1.1.Objectives
The paper aims to determine the extent of scholarship grants accorded to CSU students and
generate new knowledge based from the data. Specifically, it aims to do the following:
1.
To
determine the extent of merit and non-merit scholarship grants invested to students;
2.
To
provide CSU administrators new knowledge on preparing policies that benefits the students to
realizing a 4-year degree program of study through granting of scholarships from the
government;
3.
To
determine factors affecting the completion or non-completion of a 4-year degree program in CSU
where scholarship is an indicator.
4.
To
provide benchmark knowledge that would enable scholarship grantors better improve delivery
of financial assistance to poor but deserving students or obtain government merit or non – merit
scholarships.
1.2.Scope and limitations
The study focused on the basic profile of the scholars, which includes their personal, family,
academic performances, and financial requirements. Data included in the entire paper includes
those from the official list of scholars from the Office of the Student Services and Welfare of
CSU Aparri, an official office that maintains their complete records, payment vouchers, and
scholarship credentials. The coverage period was school years 2011-2012 until 1st semester of
2017-2018. However, only those scholars expected to graduate in 2012 up to 2017 were
included, as these pertains to undergraduate level students and graduating students’ scholarship
data.
1.3.Significance of the Study
The study was made to provide new knowledge to policy-makers in revitalizing scholarship
grants to deserving scholars, meeting the basic requirements, and fulfilling a satisfying academic
performances. Further, the results of the study yielded CSU Administrators in making instruction
better than ever towards giving justice to scholarship grants afforded to student-scholars of CSU.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study used the RapidMiner Solution as a tool to employ the various stages of the
knowledge discovery from data. Scholarship data and profile of the scholars were necessary to
produced valid and accurate results. From the new data being discovered, policy
recommendations were made as well as inputs to various concerned government agencies on
matters affecting scholarships and achievement among scholars.

Scholarship Data,
Profile of Scholars

Knowledge
Discovery from Data

New Data, Policy
Recommendations

Employing descriptive and correlation matrix, the study described the student’s scholarship
data taken through a documentary request and analysis from the records of the Office of the
Student Services and Welfare of the Cagayan State University at Aparri from the school years
2011-2012 until 2017-2018. Records of the unit registrar and MIS where consolidated with the
OSSW data. A total of 9801 scholars’ records where consolidated, however, in this paper, 4812
records as a result of a properly cleansed, treated and mined data of student-scholars expected to
graduate on time in the years 2012 to 2017 completing a 4-year program of study. A validation
of the list of graduates graduating on time was retrieved thru the office of the registrar vis-à-vis
the MIS office. The 2017-2018 data were excluded since the next graduation will be by 2018 of
June. Descriptive statistics, basically frequency counts and percentages, employing RapidMiner
Studio was utilized. To determine whether such variables, in particular scholarship, achieves
and/or relates into a successful College degree, the decision tree as well as correlation matrix
were employed.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The profile of the scholars within the coverage period reveals that majority of them were
female (66.3%) outnumbering their 1622 male counterparts, 98.1 percent of them came from
Northern part of Cagayan, while the rest were from nearby provinces and regions of the
Philippines. Based from the data, majority of the students seeking for scholarship grants came
from the business administration and accounting technology courses with the least from
industrial technology (Figure 1). This is relative to the trend of University enrollment in Cagayan
State University at Aparri where most of the students are from this program (Javier, 2016).

Figure 1. Distribution of scholars according to course / program
Interestingly, while fisheries and education courses lags behind enrolment, scholars’ number
outgrown the other disciplines.
Government scholarship grants may be competitive or non-competitive, merit or non-merit.
Merit grants required a standard or requisites that probable scholars need to attain and sustain in

A
v

Figure 3. General Point Averages of the
scholars

Figure 2. Distribution of merit
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order to continue enjoying the scholarships. Otherwise, it shall be enjoyed by someone more
competitive and qualified scholar. Majority of the CSUan government scholars were enjoying
non-merit grants (Figure 2). This could be attributed to the fact that many merit-based
scholarship grants required a higher and difficult screening mechanisms triggering the most
brilliant and highly qualified scholars.
Academic performances in the University predicts whether or not a student is granted either
merit or non-merit scholarship grants. Figure 3 revealed that most of the scholars were
SATISFACTORILY performing academically (average: 87.038) However, with Commission
on Higher Education or CHED as the lead implementing government agency in the utilization
of the solon’s PDAF, general point averages or GPA where not a basic indicator to benefitting a
scholar, more of an assistance to less fortunate and deserving students. Meanwhile, scatter plots
(Figure 4) when group according to course revealed a substantial number of merit and non-merit
scholars graduating or completing a 4-year degree on time. Most of the non-merit scholars were
did not graduated on-time. A factor may be the amount of the financial assistance accorded to
scholars were not enough to complete a program of study. In fact, even though CSU as a state
university was the first to implement a zero-tuition scheme since 2011, scholars tend not to
graduate on time due to lack of support funds in daily needs outside tuition fees and
miscellaneous fees.

Figure 4. Scattered plots of merit and non-merit scholars according
to courses / program
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The total amount of financial grants afforded to scholars in the covering period is presented
in Table 1. When group accordingly, 65.83 percent of the merit scholars were female, except for
a male-dominated program, the BS Industrial Technology program. Meanwhile, majority of the
34.17 percent male counterpart represented those from the aforementioned program, fisheries,
and secondary education students. The 65.40 percent representing the non-merit scholars were
females from elementary and secondary education, fisheries, HIM, accounting technology and
information technology programs. Non-merit male scholars (34.60%) were mainly from
industrial technology and criminology or police administration programs.
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Figure 5. Correlation matrix among select variables
The government investment to the scholars was estimated to already P20, 319, 500.00 in more
than 5 years. There were P 2.5 million invested to merit scholars, while P 11.6 million were
afforded to non-merit scholars. From these figures, it is assessed that students enjoyed much of
the government investments in them hoping that these has turned the economy to the next levels.
In that way we can say that the Filipino people has invested for the future of the Filipinos.
Using RapidMiner’s Correlation matrix and pairwise tables, the following findings were
derived (Figure 5). Lighter-blue shaded box indicate are positive or negative significant
relationship between variables; light-blue shaded box indicate a very high significant
relationship between variables. Since government merit scholarship grants required higher
academic performances thru general point average or GPA, this showed highly significant
relationship to this at -0.279. The negative association is due to the lower accumulate academic
performances of the scholars (average 87.038). Scholarship type (0.235) and semester being the
student (0.157) is granted a scholarship grant has been found related to having been classified
merit or non-merit scholar. Scholarship type was significantly related to province where the
scholar came from. This is mainly because most of the scholars are from the province of Cagayan
and where CHED is located.
The knowledge derived from the decision tree extracted from the sets of data being mined
includes:
a. Most of the scholars whose general point average or GPA is higher than or equal to 85.44 tends
to complete a 4-year degree at Cagayan State University at Aparri.
b. The amount of scholarship grants received by scholars indicated a higher possibility to
completing a degree, which is greater than the mean amount of 1100.00.
c. Majority of the students who are merit scholar tends to complete their degree on time or as
scheduled.
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d. Non-merit scholars whose mean GPA is below 85.110 and received a grant less than 11,000.00
are unlikely to graduate or complete their program on time.
e. With meager financial grants, the more vulnerable a student is unable to complete his or her plan
of study on time.
f. Generally poor performing scholars, despite availability of scholarship grants tends not to
complete a 4-year degree planned and on-time.
g. More non-merit scholars were afforded scholarship grants than their counterparts with GPA less
than 85.11.
h. Non-merit scholars afforded with less than 11,000 financial grants tends not to graduate on time
especially those enrolled in the 1st semester.
i. More merit scholars even their GPA is less than 85.440 or receiving more than 1100.00 financial
grants were able to complete on-time their program of study.
j. Where the financial grant is less than 1100 and were academically performing well, scholars
tends not to complete their 4-year degree on time.
Hence, from the above-findings, the faculty members and administrators of Cagayan State
University at Aparri, must keep track of the general academic performance of a student prior
endorsement to merit scholarship programs. Further, faculty members should ensure assistance
to poor but deserving students by encouraging them to perform better academically so that they
will complete their degree on time. Determining the capacity of the students to perform well
academically through scholarship options may increase the chance to complete studies on time
of the program duration set. Those whose academic performances are not quite convincing to
standards of grantors, may be directed to non-merit scholarship grants to aid them in completing
too their degrees in the times were educational cost is getting high.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
From the findings, merit and non-merit government scholarship grants invested and
capitalized to Cagayan State University students aided and helped scholarship grantees and their
families to complete their 4-year program of study on-time. Academic performances of the

Figure 6. Decision Tree graph to predict the tendencies of completing a 4-year
degree program on time
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students contributed well to achieving either merit or non-merit scholarship grants by the
Philippine government. Investing the future of students, government agencies and other
stakeholders concerned must intensify programs to continually provide access to education and
completion of a degree on-time. Academic institutions like Cagayan State University must
hasten academic preparation of the students advancing the needs of the countryside by ensuring
quality education to scholars who are soon professionals that gives back to the government the
benefit of being a government scholar.
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STUDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF THE CAGAYAN STATE UNIVERSITY:AN
ASSESSMENT
Jaleel A. Basher, Rizza Oclos, Shane Marie Pagaduan, Donnalyn Nares, Claire Ann Umangay
and Mr. Billy S. Javier*
Abstract
Computerized Student Management System (SMS) is a PHP based application to manage
an educational facility of teachers and students alike. It is a teacher and student management
system providing real time messaging, registration, course management, and a student evaluation
system. It was developed to facilitate the general administration system, to manage the individual
information of the students and the processes involved in a university.
The study generally assessed the accuracy, efficiency, reliability, security and userfriendliness of the two distinct studies as assessed by the students and technical experts. From the
results, the developed system was perceived by the technical experts as outstanding with a
weighted mean of 6.44, while student-respondents remarked slightly outstanding with a mean of
5.67. Student-respondent generally agree with the security, reliability, and accuracy of the existing
system with the mean of 3.09, 3.04 and 2.89 respectively. Further, students moderately agree with
the user-friendliness and efficiency of the existing system with the mean of 3.83 and 3.86
respectively. In contrast, results showed that student-respondents found the developed system more
user-friendly with a mean of 4.53 than the existing system process. In terms of security and
accuracy, the respondents strongly agree with the developed SMS with a mean of 4.47 and 4.61
respectively. Reliability and efficiency was found reliable among the student-respondents with a
mean of 4.38 and 4.32 respectively.
With a grand mean of 4.53, the respondents “Strongly Agree” with efficiency, reliability,
security and user-friendliness of the developed SMS. The overall weighted mean of the developed
system was both perceived the students and experts as “Strongly Agree” with a mean of 4.46 and
4.53 respectively. In this light, the student management system must be utilized continually by the
institution in order to attain its purpose of providing an easy access to students.

Keywords
Student Management System, Information System, course management, student evaluation system
Introduction
The Cagayan State University at Aparri now embraced a student population of more than 4200
students expanding from the seven (7) colleges with CICS, CHIM, CCJA and CBEA as the
majority. As CSU traverse to the growing utilization of different information and communication
tools, there is a need that the administration must be able to get into the hearts and minds of every
student of the campus. Records of the students, how they behave, their activities as well as other
co-curricular activities must equally give equal attention in order to build a working and
harmonious relationship as a knowledge-based University.
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The students are the primary clients of the University. Each of the needs must be properly
catered with quality and excellent services. The records of the students are the most important
thing each student looks into as he stays and quest knowledge in the university. However, there are
recurring problems that hinders a healthy working environment between the administration and
students seeking for a proper record management system. Towards this end, the researchers
conducted a feasibility study on the development and use of a system for student management. In
the current system, all the activities are done manually. It is very time consuming and costly.
Student Management System is a software that is helpful for students as well as the school
authorities. Student Management System deals with the various activities related to the students.
This software is going to be used by students but it is for the institution to manage all relevant
information regarding the student hence, students have limited access to the system. In the software
we can register as a user and user has of four types, student, client, teacher and administrator.
Administrator has the power to allow, add new user and can edit and delete a user. A student can
register as user and can add edit and delete his profile. The administrator can add, edit and delete
marks for the student so all the users can see their marks.
Student Management System deals with little kind of student details and faculty details,
academic related reports, and college
details. It tracks all the details of a student from the day one to the end of his course which can be
used for all reporting purpose, tracking of progress in the course, faculty profiling, coming
semester year curriculum details and these will be available for future references too.
The system focuses on solving these issues by means of computer advancement. It is a big
challenge, particularly in securing and maintaining the records of students, which the system will
look into a deeper analogy and understanding on how to create a way that will not compromise the
students as well as the administration. The purpose of the project was to design and develop a
system that will facilitate the traditional way of managing student records with the help of
computer advancement. It aimed at providing a fast, convenient and reliable way records
management in just a few click’s away with a mouse. In essence of the usability of the system, an
assessment and evaluation of the developed design outcome was the core focus of this research.
The researchers considered to major group of evaluators in order to meet both ends.

Objectives of the Project
Generally, the objective of this the project was to enhance the knowledge and skills in the
field of systems design and development using PHP with MySQL, and to help the institution
enhance their modern use of technology. This system aimed to provide better and hassle free
tracking, recording and monitoring procedures.
Specifically, the project aimed to develop and design a computerized system for
CAGAYAN STATE UNIVERSITY – APARRI that will allow all students in the institution to
collaborate in Social networking feature of the system and will allow students to view their grades
and standings. Finally, it sought to determine the assessment of the respondents on:
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· The design outcomes of the project—requirements, security, simplicity and feasibility
· Accuracy, efficiency, reliability, security, and user-friendliness

Methodology
The system development life cycle was utilized in this study relating to analysis, design,
development and optimization of the systems projects. The figure above entails the methods in
development and assessment of the entire project considering all necessary inputs, processes and
outputs.
Discussion of Results
Assessment of the Design Outcomes
One of the important aspects of technical evaluation of such system like the SMS is its
technical design. This particularly looked into specifications, feasibility of assembly,
innovativeness, simplicity and practicality. The simple assessment was designed to evaluate the
design outcome according to the technical requirements and the end-users.
The assessment of the design outcomes was generally satisfactory among both the technical
evaluators and the end-users. This was evident by a grand mean of 4.16. The two groups of
evaluators generally remarked the requirements (4.29), feasibility (4.20) and simplicity (4.26) as
Outstanding. With an overall mean of 3.88, both evaluators were very satisfied with the statement
confirming the design was simple avoiding any unnecessary sophistication and complexity and
hence was found practical, reliable, usable, safe, ergonomic and serviceable.

Assessment of the Two Groups on the Existing and Developed systems
(SMS)
1. User Friendliness
a. The system provides easy-to-use, easy-to-learn-feature
b. The system provides a clear and systematic process that users can adopt and
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use
c. The system process provides timeliness
d. The system is appropriate to the needs of the current office/agency processes
Weighted Mean
2. Security
a. Only authorized users can access the system
b. The information inputted and formatting are sufficient
c. There are sufficient standards and procedures in place to ensure data security
Weighted Mean
3. Reliability
a. The system can be executed properly with minimal or without
support/intervention
b. The information generation yielded reliable results
c. The system is always accessible to all target users and clients
d. The mechanism supports the users efficient access of data
e. The required functionality present in terms of tasks supported and data items
used are reliable
Weighted Mean
4. Accuracy
a. The information generation yielded accurate results
b. The records provided by the system are updated and precised
c. The system provide correct information on a timely manner
Weighted Mean
5. Efficiency
a. The system reduce time consumed by the manager with regards to the system
b. The system held matches the real time, current data
c. The system is productive and allows efficient system procedures
Weighted Mean
OVERALL WEIGHTED MEAN

Based from the table, the comparative assessment of the two groups of evaluators “agree” with the
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existing systems in terms of user-friendliness, security, reliability, accuracy and efficiency.
However, the evaluators remarked a “strongly agree” result for the developed SMS with an overall
weighted mean of 4.53. The findings indicated that the utilization of the student management
system of the Cagayan State University-Aparri would mean ease-of-use among its users, ensure
standards and data security, performs processes with minimal or without more human interventions,
yielded accurate and responsive results and reduces time consumed in general allowing
productivity and efficient system procedures.
Physical Designs
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Sample screen shots of the Student Management System, a LAN-based program which manages
students profile, grades and related modules.
Conclusions
The student management system was found helpful to perform paperless tasks and
management of all data/information. This had provided ease, accuracy, unambiguous and faster
data access. SMS was a very efficient system for the management of faculty profile, students
grades and profile. Through the system, the required reports were generated as required but with
consistency, timeliness, accuracy and efficiency.
Recommendations
With the assessed strengths of the student management system, it was highly recommended
to continually upgrade the developed system in order to adapt with the current required reports as
deemed important. Since the system requires LAN-based connectivity, the system must be
properly backed in a data server in order to avoid data loss. To better evaluate the significant
comparison of the system developed, the conduct of further assessment must be made by future
developers or researchers. Training of the users is important to continually use the system. The
system must be utilized by the users in order advanced management of student records.
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